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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The two sources of income available to the indiv-
idual or family are property-at-work and men-at-work. Cas-
Ualty insurance and its various facets provide replacement 
income or capital for the damage or destruction of proper-
ty-at-work. Just as property is subject to destruction by 
fire, marine and other perils so the earning power of man 
(i.e. men-at-work) is subject to loss through death. old 
age and disability.l The first two of these hazards are 
provided for by the various forms of life insurance. pen-
sions and annuities. The third hazard, disability, has un-
til just recently been only partially covered by coverages 
such as Accident and Sickness, Life Insurance (i.e. T & P 
riders) and early retirement provisions under pension plans. 
Bevertheless the financial consequences of disability can be 
far more disasterous than either death or old age. 2 The type 
of disability referred to is extended or otherwise known as 
total and permanent disability. In general total and perm-
anent may be defined as a disability such that the indiv-
idual is prevented from performing any and all duties of 
his {any) occupation for a period of six months or longer. 
4 
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The longer the duration of disability the greater the finan-
cial impact since the loss of income smounts proportionately 
to duration and is accompanied by an increasing cost of med-
ical care. Tbns, long term disability can cause the greatest 
financial loss of any of the hazards which produce loss of 
earning power. "Rendered useless as a productive force, the 
life still lingers on as a consumer only, and as a cause of 
heaT,Y expenses to dependents by w~ of medical care and other 
special maintenance.n3 Truly the "living death" of long 
term disability is the worst of all perils to the working 
man. 
The tragic consequences of total and permanent dis-
ability and the lack of adequate coverage for the population 
in general leads one to wonder whether total disability oc-
curs often enough to constitute a problem worthy of serious 
consideration. The actual incidence of long term disability 
is difficult to measure since it is dependent on a number of 
variables which will be discussed later. However, we can 
find some indications of frequency through evaluation of 
previous studies. 
ODe indication of the prevalence of total disability 
oan be seen in Table 1 by a comparison of rate of disability 
to rate of death at various ages. The rate of death is based 
on the Commissioner's Standard Ordinary Table and the total 
disability on a four-month waiting period. A comparison of 
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the two rates (i.e. death and disability) reveals that at 
most ages the rate of disability approaches the death rate 
and at the higher ages surpasses the death rate. 
Age 
25 
35 
45 
55 
59 
TABLE 1 
RATES OF TOTAL DISABILITY AND DEATH PER 1000 
INSUREDS AT SELECTED AGES 
Rate of Total Disability Rate of Death 
2.44 2.88 
3.52 4.59 
7.13 8.61 
17.60 17.98 
26.70 24.57 
Source: "Experience under Certain Ordinary Dis-
ability Benefits between the 1930 and 1950 Anniversaries,• 
Transactions, Society of Actuaries, 1952 Reports, lUmber 2, 
p, 94. 
Table 2 gives us an estimate of the distribution 
by duration of disability. The study upon which this Table 
is based actually underestimated the extent of disability 
since it excluded inmates of institutions. This means that 
disabled persons who were confined in hospitals or homes for 
the poor, mentally disabled, tubercular, etc. are not re-
flected in the study. A breakdown of the Table reveals that 
over 2,000,000 or about 45% of the group studied were 
totally disabled and had been so disabled for at least seven 
months. Approximately 1,5eo,ooo of these were in the labor 
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force immediately prior to disability. 
TABLE 2 
DURATION OF DISABILITY BY NUMBER OF PERSONS AND PER CENT 
IN THE CIVILIAN NON•IWSTITIONAL POPULATION 
AGED 14·64, U.S., 1949 
Duration of Ddsability 
1 week and under 
OYer 1 week to 1 month 
OVer 1 month but under 4 months 
4 months but under 7 months 
7 months to 18 months 
OVer 18 months under 10 years 
10 years and over 
Duration not reported 
Total 
Esttmated Number Disabled 
1,131 
690 
395 
246 
405 
1,027 
622 
3 
4,569 
Source: l!rarjorie E. Moore and Barker s. Saunders, 
"Extent of Total Disability in the U.s.•, Social Security 
Bulletin (November, 1950), p. 7. 
When these figures are adjusted to reflect the 
fact that over 5o% of long te~ disabilities have been 
traced to chronic diseases (i.e. mental diseases, deafness, 
' 
tuberculosis, etc.) usually requiring confinement in an 
institution the magnitude of the problem becomes evident.4 
On the basis of the foregoing it is clear that long te~ 
disability is one of the greatest hazards facing man. It 
has also been demonstrated that the frequency is sufficient 
to warrant an individual seeking protection against such a 
disaster. Together, the two points, need and frequency, 
demonstrate the importance of the topic. 
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ALTERNATIVES TO GROUP INSURA.NCE 
The individual faced with the need for protection 
has a number of possible counes open to him. The simplest 
and least satisfactory approach is self-insurance. This can 
be defined as a setting aside, on an individual basis, suff-
icient funds to provide an adequate income should he become 
disabled. Considering the money required, human frailty 
when it comes to saving, and the unpredictability of dis• 
ability it seams senseless to spend additional time on the 
topic. 
Government involvement is another possible solution 
to the problem. This approach is in actual operation today 
through old-age, Survivor's, and D1sability Insurance Program 
under the Social Security Act. The program provides against 
loss of earnings because of severe, long-lasting disability. 
The maximum benefit payable to a disabled worker is 
(theoretically) $127 per month, but it will be some time 
before anyone can qualifY under the law as it currently 
stands. Since eligible annual earnings were limited to $4200 
for years prior to 1959 the present maximum being paid is 
$122. Additional benefits are provided for dependent un-
married children eighteen and for the wife of a disabled 
worker if she has attained ass sixty-two or has one or more 
eligible children under her care. The maximum family ben-
efit payable is $254 and would apply to a disabled worker 
with a wife and two or more elig1ble children.5 
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If 50% of earnings is considered a reasonable level 
of protection it is clear that coverage is inadequate for a 
larp segment of tha population. In fact, a!\Yone earning b 
exoeea of $500 monthly is definitely not adequately protected 
regardless of the size of hla family. Individuals earning 
lees than this figure may or may not have sufficient cover-
age depending on the number of eligible dependents involved. 
As eurrently administered, the value of the entire program 
is questionable due to tha stringent determination of what 
constitutes disability within the meaning of the law. 
A second area of potential government involvement 
on the state level is through compulsory temporary disability 
insurance or what is called •cash sickness laws•. To date, 
four states have enacted legielation providing protection 
against temporary disability of non~occupational origin and 
a number of other states are considering similar legislation. 
The four states currently having cash sickness laws are •ew 
York, Iew Jersey, Rhode Island and California. All of these 
plans have a maximum duration for benefits of twenty-six 
weeks and thus cannot be considered a form of long term dis-
ability insurance. However, maey feel that temporary dis-
ability insurance should be integrated with workmen's com-
pensation which is a form of occupational long term disability 
insurance.* This relationship to workmen's compensation 
* Hew York Disability Benefit Law is presently admin-
istered by the Workmen's Compensation Board. 
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could easily result in extending cash sickness coverage 
to providing non-occupational benefits that match the oc-
cupational benefits provided under workmen's compensation. 
Although Social Security poses the more imminent 
threat of government control of disability insurance the 
compulsory temporary disability insurance on the state 
level cannot be ignored. In either case the question re-
mains whether government will take complete control or if 
private enterprise can provide adequate protection • 
. A third possible approach is life insurance dis-
ability riders. These riders provide that in the event of 
total disability a periodic payment will be made to the 
insured, usually on a monthly basie. The majority of 
policies provide an income benefit equal to $500 or $10.00 
monthly of insurance in force. While some policies pay 
benefits for life, invariably the disability must occur in 
most policies before a specified age, such as fifty-five. 
A serious disadvantage to the disability riders is the re-
lationship of monthly income benefit to amount of life in-
surance. An insured earning $800 monthly would have to 
purchase either $80,000 or $40,000 of life insurance in 
order to provide a monthly income benefit of $400. In 
addition, companies which write the coverage on an indiv-
idual policy basis have established underwriting rules that 
tend to restrict its availability. 
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Coverage under the various types of individual 
policies such as non-cancellable accident and sickness con-
tracts and annuities is a fourth alternative. In general 
these policies provide a monthly or weekly payment for loss 
of earned income during total disability. A typical dis-
ability income policy might provide for the payment of a 
specified weekly benefit commencing with the eighth day of 
total and continuing so long as the insured remains totally 
and continuously disabled but, in no event, for more than 
two years to any one continuous disability. Kany variations 
in the elimination period and maximum duration will be round. 
For example, the maximum duration may range from one year 
or lese to the attainment of age sixty-five.6 
These policies offer adequate protection against 
total long term disability and in same cases are non-can-
cellable and guaranteed renewable. The difficulties with 
this approach are the individual underwriting requirements 
and cost if adequate benefits are provided. 
Iow it would be wise to consider the area of group 
insurance as a vehicle for providing coverage. In general, 
group benefits can be provided in either of two ways. The 
first method provides for a funded pension type benefit 
under which the insurance company accumulates very substantial 
rell!erres. This approach is well suited to situations in 
which benefits are related to past service and previous 
cumulative earnings. The funded benefit approach is par-
12 
ticularly attractive to groups where collective bargaining 
is involved, because the determination of whether disability 
exists can more appropriately be made a decision by the 
policyholder. 
A second group method is a renewable term "premium 
for risk• approach along the lines of the other group in-
surance coverages. This method provides adequate protection 
(i.e. 50% or 60% of earnings) within the framework of the 
group insurance principles. That is, the individual under-
writing is reduced or eliminated and the cost of the pro-
tection is kept within a reasonable limit. It also included 
some of the advantages found in government sponsored benefits 
since the employer usually contributes towards the cost and 
bears the burden of administration. 
The last method, group long term disability, will 
be the subject of this study. 
PURPOSE OF STUDY 
Essentially, the purpose of this study is to make 
a comprehensive analysis of the concepts, contracts, under-
writing and company practices in group long term disability. 
The study will encompass policies issued by both life and 
casualty cOJIIp&niee. References to other forms of protection 
will be made only to the extent necessary to classify a par-
ticular aspect of the subject at hand. There will be one 
notable exception to this rule and that will be government 
insurance. A working knowledge of Social Security Disa-
13 
bility Benefits and provisions is needed for a complete 
understanding of group long term disability coverage. 
:METHODOLOGY 
Aside from a ltmited number of descriptive articles 
occasionally in the insurance trade journals there are 
virtually no published reports on the subject of long ~erm 
disability. Thus, the primary source of material for this 
study was the companies currently writing group long term 
disability insurance. The material was obtained by writing 
letters, addressed to the president of the companies known 
to be writing this form of insurance, requesting copies of 
any pertinent descriptive documents. The letter stressed 
that the study would not divulge any individual company or 
practices and that information fUrnished would be used on a 
overall industry basis only. The response of the writing 
companies was gratitYing. Of twenty-five companies, twenty-
four or 96% replied. Of the twenty-four replies, twelve 
included copies of their policies, group manual pages and 
sales brochures.* The balance of the replies indicated that 
the companies had not yet produced a standardized product and 
were writing the coverage on a case by case basis. 
* Aetna, Travelers, Prudential, Mass. Mutual, Con-
tinental Assurance, Occidental Life, Standard of Oregon, Con-
federation Life, Provident of Chattanooga, Conn. General, 
Teacher's Ins. and Annuity Aesoc., and Iew York Life. 
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Background material on the topic and other forme of 
protection was obtained from standard sources (i.e. books, 
government publications, periodicals, etc.) 
CHAPI'ER II 
CONCEPT AliD IIEV'ELOHlENT OF GROUF DISABILITY INSURANCE 
GROUP CONCEPT 
Insurance may be defined as a device for reducing 
risk by cambining a sufficient number of exposure units to 
make the individual losses collectively predictable. The 
predictable loss is then shared proportionately by all those 
in the cambination.7 In other words, insurance is a method 
which makes it possible for the individual to substitute a 
small but certain cost for an uncertain but potentially 
large loss. 
This definition gives us the very essence of in-
surance, which is simply spread of risk. In a sizable 
grqup it is possible to accurately predict the number of 
individuals who will die or became disabled whereas it is 
extremely difficult to forecast the death or disablement 
of a particular individual. Thus by collecting a small sum 
(premium) from each individual all members in the group can 
be protected (insured) against death or disablement. 8 
The application of this principle to group insurance 
results in a number of unique features not found in other 
forms of insurance. The most important of these features 
is the lack of individual underwriting or group selection 
15 
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as it is called. 
Ordinary insurance requires evidence of insurability 
in order to assure the group of individuals insured that they 
will afford an average rate of mortality (or disability); 
that is, an actual rate of mortality or morbidity near that 
expected from a group of individuals taken at random from the 
same statistical univerae.9 Removal of these safeguards 
would result in individuals in poor health selecting against 
the insurance companies. Group insurance, on the other hand, 
can dispense with these safeguards since it is aimed at ob-
taining groups of individual·;lives which will yield a cer-
tain predictable rate of mortality or morbidity. Thus the 
group becomes the unit of selection, and insurance principles 
may be applied to it just as in the case of the individual. 
Iaturally for the principle of group selection to operate it 
is necessary that each group possess certain characteristics 
which will be reviewed later. The second unique feature of 
group insurance is experience rating. Depending upon its 
size, the actual experience of a particular group may be the 
deciding factor in setting rates after the first year and 
detennining dividends or premium adjustments. The reliability 
of an individual group's experience increases with the size 
of the group and more weight can be attached on each year's 
experience.lO This means that an employer's own experience 
can decide cost and gives him a vested interest in main-
17 
taining a favorable loss record. The group approach permits 
the use of mass distribution and mass administration methods 
on which the next unique feature, low cost, is based. The 
important factor to keep in mind in considering cost is the 
treatment of a large number of individuals as a single unit. 
The savings in group insurance results from such things as 
group selection (i.e. eliminating the medical examinations), 
reduced commissions, one master contract, simplified 
premium accounting, etc. A flexible master contract is the 
fourth and last feature of group insurance which will be con-
sidered. Group insurance policies are three-party contracts 
in that they represent a contract between the insurance 
company and the employer for the benefit of third parties, 
the employees. Since the insured persons, entitled to the 
benefits of the contract, are not actually parties to the 
contract, it is necessary to issue only one master policy. 
This approach also allows greater flexibility in the design 
and writing of the group insurance contract. 
As was previously mentioned the group approach will 
operate successfully only if the group possesses certain 
characteristics. These qualities serve to replace the con-
sideration of health, morals, occupation, etc. as applied in 
ordinary insurance to avoid adverse selection. Therefore, 
they serve as general underwriting principles in group in-
surance. The first characteristic is that the insurance 
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must be incidental to the group. That is, the individuals 
must be bound together by some strong community of interest 
other than the opportunity to obtain low-cost insurance. 
Secondly, there should be a steady flow of persons through 
the group. The hiring of healthy young lives and the re-
tirement of old impaired lives tends to stabilize the cost.ll 
In addition to the two basic features of eligible groups the 
companies apply additional controls to avoid selection. 
Choice of benefits and participation are the two most impor-
tant. The plan of benefits must preclude individual selection 
since those in poor health would tend to insure heavily 
while the heal thy young persons would not. The second 
essential control is the requirement that all or substan-
tially all eligible persons in a given group must participate 
in the insurance. By covering a large proportion of the 
group the insurer gains a positive safeguard against an un-
due proportion of sub-standard lives. 
GROUP DISABILITY INSURANCE 
Group Disability Insurance (Income) may be sub-
divided into two general classifications; short-term dis-
ability or what is commonly called Accident and Sickness 
Insurance, and Long-Term Disability Insurance which is the 
subject of this paper. A review of Accident and Sickness 
coverage will serve as an aid in understanding Long-Term 
Disability Insurance since for the most part the same 
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principles apply' to both coverages. 
Most Accident and Sickness Policies cover non- oc-
cupational disability only. This is because the same employer 
is usually buying workmen's compensation insurance which 
covers occupational disability. Group Accident and Sickness 
is a complement to, rather than a substitute for, workmen's 
compensation. The insuring clause provides for a maximum 
benefit period and a waiting period. The maximum benefit 
period is frequently thirteen weeks, but twenty-six week 
durations are becoming more eommon.12 Policies with maximum 
durations of fifty-two and one-hundred and four weeks have 
also been written. The waiting period usually ranges from 
three to fourteen days, but seven is by far the most common. 
Often different waiting periods are imposed for sickness 
and accident. 
The amount of weekly benefit is determined by 
some method which precludes individual selection. The most 
common type of plan determines weekly' benefit according to 
an earning scale. For example, a schedule might be set up 
as followsa 
Basic Weekly Earning 
30 
30 45 
"45 60 
60 90 
90 
Weekly Benefit 
15 
20 
30 
"40 
60 
In order to avoid moral hazard, the benefit amount should 
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not exceed about two-thirds of average wages.l3 If preg-
nancy is included as an eligible "sickness" the benefit 
period is restricted to a period of six weeks. Reoccuring 
disabilities are usually considered one disability unless 
separated by return to work for a period of two weeks. 
Aside from war exclusion many of today's Accident and Sick-
ness policies are completely free of restrictions. 
In several states, notably Yew York, California, 
Rhode Island and Yew ~ersey, legislation has been enacted 
that requires employers to provide disability benefits for 
their employees. In Yew York, Yew Jersey and California 
the law provides that coverage may be obtained either from 
the state fund or from a cammercial carrier.* The state 
fund operates in much the same manner as the private carriers, 
differing primarily in that the state fund must accept any 
risk that applies for coverage. Yew York and Iew ~ersey 
require that the private plan be •equivelant to" the stan-
dards of the state law while in California they must be 
"greater than". In Rhode Island private insurance companies 
are not allowed to compete with state fund, other than to 
provide benefits supplementary to statuatory benefits 
provided under the state fund. 
All four plans require a seven-day waiting period 
between the first day of disability and the first day benefits 
*California has just amended their laws so as to make 
it difficult if not impossible for private carriers to compete. 
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are payable. Each of the plana has a maximum duration of 
twenty-six weeks of benefits. In addition to the cash ben-
efits Califo;rnia provides supplementary hospital benefits for 
which there is not a waiting period if the individual is 
hospitalized for a day or more.14 
DEVELOIMENT AND EXPERmNCE 
Since the development of disability benefits is 
so closely related to the insurance industries' experience 
they will be treated together in this section. Disability 
benefits will be traced under both Life Insurance and 
Accident and Sickness Insurance since they form a common 
foundation for the Long Term Disability Benefit. 
Disability Benefits Under Life Insurance Contracts 
On October 1, 1896 tne Fidelity Mutual Life In-
surance Company became the first American life insurance 
company to grant a disability benefit by including a dis-
ability provision in a life insurance policy issued on the 
life of the president, L.G. Fouse. It provided the insured 
with the choise of either waiver of premium or a life 
annuity. Several years passed before any other company in-
troduced a disability provision into its contracts. Finally 
in 1906 the Traveller's Insurance Company introduced a 
policy with a waiver of premium clause. However, it was 
not until 1910 when New York Life Insurance Company began 
to issue waiver of premium that several other companies also 
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adopted a disability benefit in conjunction with their life 
insurance policies.l5 
During the next several years the majority of 
companies began to use some form of disability claims. The 
majority provided waiver of premium but a substantial number 
granted waiver of premium in combination with disability 
payment options. The option was usually one of the 
followingl (1) payment of the face amount of the policy in 
instalXments, (2) single payment of the face amount in cash 
or, (3) payment to the insured as a life annuitant.l6 In 
the meantime group life insurance had its origin in 1912 
when Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States 
wrote a group policy covering the employees of Montgomery 
Ward and Compa~.17 Then about 1915 the total and permanent 
disability clause was first used in the field of group life 
insurance. The early total and permanent disability pro-
visions in group life insurance provided for waiver of 
premium and in IU.l2Y cases paid the face of the policy in 
addition upon_the occurrence of total and permanent dis-
ability.18 
The 1920's saw competition forcing companies to 
continuously liberalize their total disability provisions. 
During this period of time the so-called •presumptive clause• 
was added to ma~ policies. This provided that a total dis-
ability which had continued for a specified time shall be 
presumed to be permanent during its further continuance. 
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Liberalizations, such as the presumptive provision, continued 
to accumulate and the experience became progressively worse 
during the late 1920 1 s.l9 Later in the 1930's the combination 
of unfettered caapetition, inadequate rates and the worst 
depression in history led to underwriting losses in excess 
of half a billion dollars and the wholesale withdrawal of 
life insurance companies from the field of disability in-
surance. 
Following the Depression disability provisions 
under group policies were usually limited to the so-called 
"one year waiver-of-premium" provision. Basically the ben-
efit provided one-year continued term insurance for employees 
totally disabled prior to age sixty-five. Then in 1938 a 
more liberal benefit, "lifetime waiver of premium benefit", 
began to be used by many ccapanies. This provision elim-
inated the one-year restriction and lowered the disability 
insurance age limit to sixty. It provided coverage in-
definitely as long as the insured proved his disability 
once a year. This is the most CQIIIID.on disability provision 
in use today. However, during the past ten years the dis-
ability payment provision has again become popular. 
Presently, the maximum amount of insurance that the disa-
bility payment can apply to is limited to some conservative 
amount such as $20,000. Requests to exceed the limits are 
becoming more common and will undoubtedly lead to further 
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liberalizations. 
Accident and Sickness Insurance. Five or six 
hundred years ago in England there came into being organ-
izations called trade guilds. Membership in these guilds 
was limited to persons engaged in a special trade and their 
purpose was social, protective and regulatory. One of the 
features, if not the principal feature, of these organizations 
was to provide financial aid to members in event of sick-
ness. Groups of a largely similar character, but not con-
fined to occupational specialties, came into existence in 
England at a later period. These new organizations were 
called "Friendly societies•. Similar to the fraternal or-
ganizations which were founded in the United States in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, these societies 
provided sickness benefits for their members. This prac-
tice led to the gradual adoption of definite plans of sick-
ness insurance whereby members were entitled to "siok ben-
efits" of stated amounts payable weekly under specified 
conditions. The sickness experience of these friendly 
societies in England and the fraternal orders in America 
served as the original basis for the establishment of com-
mercial health insurance, and disability benefits in life 
policies.20 The first policies issued in this country by 
insurance companies provided benefits only in the event of 
accidental injury, and were first issued in 1864. It was in 
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that year that the Traveler's Insurance Compa~ began 
issuing •accident policies•. 
It was also during this period o-r time that com-
pulsory disability insurance had its developnent. In 1883 
Bismarck enacted a federal law requiring disability insurance 
for all industrial workers in Germs~. Prior to this a 
number of local government units had passed laws authorizing 
disability benefits for industrial workers.2l 
In the United States the first effo»ts by insurance 
companies to provide sickness benefits failed due to auch 
factors as inadequate premiums based on lack of knowledge 
of the cost, insufficient financing and inferior management. 
It was not until 1890 that commercial sickness insurance was 
offered on a sound and successful basis. These policies ex-
tended coverage to disabilities only from specified diseases. 
From this starting point progressive liberalizations were 
made and soon after the turn of the century policies were 
being issued which covered the majority of all diseases. 
Meanwhile, in 1964 the Traveler's Insurance 
Compa~ issued the first comprehensive accident policy. 
Prior to this all accident policies were of the limited var-
iety covering travel accidents only. During the per!Gd 
1869 to 1890 develoJDents in the field of accident in-
surance present a close parallel to those in life insurance. 
Ma~ new companies were formed at this time with dev-
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eloping competition and elimination of the weak and poorly 
managed companies.22 
From 1890 to 1929 there were numberous innovations. 
In the early part of this period the well-established ac-
cident companies entered the field of sickness insurance 
and had very favorable results with policies limited to 
specific illnesses or selected risks. On the basis of this 
experience and the pressure of competition companies ex-
tended the areas of coverage and removed exclusions. The 
most important facet of these liberalizations was the in-
troduction of policies which were non-cancellable and 
guaranteed renewable. These policies gave the insured the 
right of renewal up to a specified age. 
The combination of over-liberal benefits, excess-
ive amounts of indemnity on individual lives, and the ad-
verse economic conditions which commenced in 1929 brought 
about unfavorabe experience and led to a retrenchment, 
particularly with respect to benefits payable on account of 
sickness. Some companies adopted restrictive rules and 
underwriting procedures which nearly eliminated the sale 
of sickness insurance. X&ny of these insurance enterprises 
had followed a more conservative course during the period 
described, retaining reasonable indemnity limits and 
avoiding over-insurance. These companies were lese 
severely affected by the Depression and continued to issue 
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policies of combined accident and sickness insurance.23 
Since about 1940 another period of rapid growth and 
development has been noted. The most important advance 
during this time has been the rapid entry of life insurance 
companies into the field and the expansion of group in-
surance. Prior to 1920 few life insurance companies offered 
Accident and Sickness Insurance, and group coverage was non-
existent. Yet b,y 1950 the life insurance companies on the 
whole were providing one-half of all the individual accident 
and sickness business in the country and more than 89% of 
group accident and sickness busineea.24 
Previous sections have illustrated that there were 
three definite areas or periods in the history of disability 
insurance. The first period was one of over-liberalization 
of policies and provisions and unfettered competition. 
Many of the liberalizations, made under pressure of com-
petition and often without adequate experience or statis-
tical data, were later proven to be unwise. 
The second phase extended from 1929 and the be-
ginning of the Depression to the Second World War. At this 
time companies learned of the difficulties in writing and 
administering this type of insurance. The problems of ex-
cessive insurance, the prevalence of fraud and malingering 
and the frequent difficulty of determinging whether dis-
ability has actually occurred was impressed upon underwriters. 
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FinallY, commencing with the Second World War, was 
a period of tremendous growth and prosperity from an economic 
standpoint. The liberalizations during this time, however, 
were made on a more cautious basis and changes were dictated 
more by a desire to meet social needs than competition. 
It was with this background that companies began 
in 1952 to offer group long ter.m disability policies.25 
Their optimism, generated by years of prosperity, was tem-
pered by remembrance of the Depression and its experiences. 
It is important to remember this situation when some of the 
conservative underwriting rules and rates applied to this 
type of carerage are considered. 
CHA.Pl'ER I II 
SOCIAL INSURANCE AND DISABILITY BENEFITS 
Social insurance may be defined as insurance 
which is compulsory according to law. 26 It is pertinent 
to this study in that; (1) it is a form of group long 
term disability insurance and (2) private carriers must 
consider it in determining adequate benefits and avoidance 
of over-insurance. 
The two major social insurance programs in the 
United states area (1) Workmen's Compensation and (2) 
Social Security. These two programs constitute separate 
areas of study by themselves and no attempt will be made 
here to give a comprehensive explanation. Each program 
will be examined in so far as disability benefits are 
provided. 
Included in this section will be government life 
insurance which is not technically social insurance since 
it is not compulsory. 
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
Prior to the advent of Workmen's Compensation, 
occupational disabilities came under common law regarding 
liability of master and servant. The common law was based 
on the principle that the master was only responsible for 
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ordinary care as to the condition of plant and equipment. 
If an injury occurred the employer was liable only if neg-
ligence could be proven. The value of the protection was 
very lUnited due to the expense, delays and problems of 
proving negligence.27 
This eventually brought about the enactment of 
workmen's compensation legislation by the various states. 
The basic Change wrought by this legislation was in the area 
of liability. Workmen's Compensation Acts are based upon 
the principle of liability without fault. Instead of basing 
the right to collect compensation on the common law principle 
of negligence the acts provided that every employer who 
comes under the law is required to pay compensation to any 
employee suffering an injury arising from and/or in the 
course of his employment.28 
Currently there are fifty-three Workmen's Compen-
sation Laws in force in the United States.29 While all of 
.the acta are founded on the same principle, no two of them 
haTe exactly the same benefits. They differ as to industries 
coTered, benefits and administratiTe provisions and they 
are either compulsory or electiTe. In Tiew of this lack of 
uniformity the study will deal only in broad generalizations 
and will be restricted to disability benefits. 
In the application of the law the general issues 
to be considered are whether the injury arose out of and/or 
in the course of employment, the extent of injury and the 
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cash, medical and rehabilitation compensation to be paid. 
The determination of these points rests with either the 
* courts or a board of commission created by law. In all but 
six of the laws injuries "arising by accident out of and in 
the course of employment"·are to be compensated. Four of 
the remaining six cover "in the course of", one "arising out 
of" and the last will include either. The phrase "out of" 
is defined as an injury traceable to the nature of the work 
and "in the course of" means the injury must be sustained 
while the employer is doing his duty.30 
The extent of injury is important since the laws 
differentiate between types of disability in determining 
benefits. It is sufficient to mention here that the stan-
dard catagories are "permanent total", and "temporary 
total", "permanent partial" and"temporary partial". 
Cash benefits are usually a specified maximUm per-
cent of weekly wages subject to a maximum and minimum 
weekly benefit. The "permanent total" benefit varies fr.am 
50% to 97% of weekly wages (depending upon the state) and 
the benefit is often influenced by dependents and marital 
status. Currently the maximum weekly benefit varies from 
a high of $150 (Arizona) to a low of $28 (Idaho). The 
benefit is payable for life in twenty-eight states and for 
*Alabama, Louisana, JJew Jfexico, Tennessee and 
Wyoming. 
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periods ranging from three-hundred weeks to life in the 
balance of states.31 Several states provide for a reduction 
in benefits after several years and the majority impose a 
maximum amount limitation. The dollar maximum ranges from 
$10,000 (South Carolina and Georgia) to $45,000 (Michigan}. 
In all but one of the states {Oregon) there is a waiting 
period of from two to seven days which applies only to the 
cash compensation.32 
Medical benefits, including operations, and, in 
most cases, "artificial appliances" are furnished in addition 
to the cash payments outlined above. At the present time 
all but fifteen of the states have either a time or amount 
limitation on the benefits payable. However, under many of 
the acts restricting medical benefits, the administration 
authority may allow additional benefits and, as a practical 
matter, benefits tend to be unlimitvd. In addition to the 
cash and medical benefits twenty-two of the acts provide 
for the rehabilitation of disabled employees, either through 
special funds or a maintenance allowance. 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
The Social Security Act of 1953 provided a system 
of old-age insurance for persons working in industry and 
commerce. The Act stipulated that, beginning in January 
1942, insured workers age sixty-five and over would receive 
monthly benefits upon retirement.33 The original legis-
lation lacked provision for total and permanent disability. 
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benefits. During the following fifteen years numerous rec-
camendations were made for the inclusion of monthly disability 
benefits, but they were never seriously considered. 
In the Congressional consideration of the 1950 
Amendments disability benefits without the dependent ben-
efits were included as a public assistance program for 
totally and permanently disabled persons. The House Bill in-
cluded both of these provisions but the disability benefits 
were eventually eliminated.34 Then in 1952 the amendments 
to the law included a provision that qualified workers, 
totally and permanently disabled for a period of at least 
six months, would have their insured status and benefits 
amount preserved. However, it was included in such a way 
that further Congressional action was required before the law 
could become effective.35 Thus action was forthcoming in 
the 1954 Amendments to the law. The preservation of a 
person's insured status and benefit amount took the form of 
a disability "freeze" provision. In essence, the disability 
freeze is analogous to the "waiver of premium" provision 
found in life insurance policies. 
In the following year, 1955, a number of bills 
were introduced to the House of Representatives to provide 
monthly disability benefits under the Social Security Act. 
One of these bills was eventually passed which provided 
coverage for insured workers after age fifty and for dis-
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abled children of deceased or retired (for age) workers. 
Disability had to be of a "long, continued and indefinite 
duration" and a six-month waiting period was imposed. This 
bill finally passed the Senate in 1956. 
The 1958 Amendments made three important changes 
to the disability provision: (1) provided benefits for 
dependents of disabled workers, (2) liberalized eligibility 
provisions for disabled workers, and (3} eliminated the 
provision requiring that O.A.S.D.I. benefits be reduced by 
other federal disability benefits.36 
In the 1960 Amendments the last important lib-
eralization of the disability benefit provisions occurred 
with the removal of the age fifty requirement.37 To be 
eligible for disability income benefits, the disability 
freeze, or income benefits as a disabled child of a de-
ceased or retired worker, an individual must have a disa-
bility so severe that he is unable to engage in any sub-
stantial gainfUl activity. 38 A disability must be a med-
ically determined physical condition that is expected to 
continue indefinitely or result in death. The definition 
applied to the disability freeze is more liberal than the 
disability benefit definition in that blindness is considered 
presumptive total disability.39 Eligibility for benefits 
is also conditioned upon the disability lasting for six fUll 
calender months before benefits begin. 
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In addition to being totally disabled for six months 
a worker must be fully insured and have twenty quarters of 
coverage out of the forty calender quarters ending with the 
quarter in which the disability is found to have started.40 
A worker can become fully insured in one of three waysa 
(1) by having forty quarters of coverage, (2) by having at 
least six quarters of coverage and no less than one quarter 
for each quarter elapsing between his starting and closing 
dates, and (3) all but four quarters between the end of 1954 
and the closing date. The starting date is defined as the 
quarter in which the worker attained age twenty-one or 
January 1951 (whichever is later) and the closing date is 
the quarter in which he became disabled. ~uarters obtained 
before 1951, as far back as 1937, or before age twenty-one 
can be counted.41 A quarter is a period of three calender 
months ending on March 31, June 30, September 30 or 
December 31. 
The over-riding consideration in determining a 
disabled worker's eligibility for benefits is the extent of 
disablement. The Social Security Administration has, to 
date, placed a strict interpretation on total and permanent 
disability. They have rejected claims where the condition 
appeared to be temporary or if the worker could engage in 
gainful work other than his normal occupation. 
A worker's average monthly earnings are the basis 
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for detennining all disability payments. The benefit 
(primary insurance amount) is computed by applying a ben-
efit formula to the average monthly earning. There are cur-
rently several computation fonnulas in use for figuring the 
primary insurance amount on a disabled person. The primary 
insurance amount is calculated for all formulas for which 
the insured person qualifies and the one producing the 
highest primarJ insurance amount is used to set the benefit 
rate. These various formulas are the result of seven 
different amendments to the Social Security Law affecting 
the way in which the monthly insurance is computed. 
The 1954 primary insurance amount formula* is an 
example of one computation applicable to the majority of 
individuals becoming disabled today. The fonnula is as 
follows: 42 
(a) 
(b) 
55% of the first $110 of the average monthly 
earnings; plwt 
20% of the remainder of the average monthly 
earnings up to a maximum of $240. 
The actual amount of benefit payable to the dis-
abled worker is his primary insurance amount, plus an ad-
ditional 50% of his primary insurance amount for his wife 
if she has an eligible child. If any of the eligible de-
pendents earn more than $1200 in a year they may not 
*The 1961 Amen&Jent increased the total produced 
by this fonnula by 7%. 
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receive same of their payments. These benefits are limited 
to a minimum of $33 and a maximum of $254. 
NATIONAL SERVICE LIF.E INSURANCE 
Since the military hazard was considered unin-
surable by many· private companies during the war, the United 
states government entered the insurance field during World 
Ware I and II. This practice was by no means universal, 
however, and many companies did not insert so-called war 
clauses in their contracts. After both World Wars I and II 
the experience of many companies showed that they could have 
covered the war hazard without extra premium.43 In fact, 
statistics bear out the fact that the automobile hazard 
is far greater than the war hazard. 
Government life insurance had its primary de-
velopment during the two world wars and coverage was provided 
under United States Life Insurance (World War I) and Bational 
Service Life Insurance (World War II). There is still a 
considerable amount of National Service Life Insurance in 
force and since a total disability income provision is avail-
able the coverage is worthy of mention.44 
The National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940 
provided coverage for persons on active military duty on a 
voluntary basis. Policies were issued on a five-year level 
premium tenn plan on a participating basis and are con-
vertible on any premium date to one of six permanent forms: 
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Ordinary Life, Thirty-payment Life, Endowment at age sixty-
five, Endowment at age sixty, and Twenty-year Endowment.45 
In addition to including a waiver of premium provision 
N.S.L.I. can include a total disability income provision for 
an additional premium. The disability provision provides 
that for each $1,000 of insurance in force, monthly income 
payments of $10 will be paid so long as the insured is 
totally disabled after a six-consecutive months waiting per-
iod. Total disability is defined as •any impairment of 
mind or body which continuously renders it impossible for 
the insured to follow any substantially gainful occupationP. 
Total disability is presumed upon the loss of both feet, 
both hands, both eyes, a combination of any two of the 
above, loss of hearing in both ears, or organic loss of 
speech. 46 
CHAPTER IV 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF DISABILITY DEFINITION* 
As is the case with all contracts of insurance, 
group disabilities are subject to litigation over inter-
pretation of policy provisions. In fact, due to the nature 
of the contract, there is probably more litigation in 
connection with this form of personal insurance than with 
any other. In arriving at a judicial decision the court 
has to consider the primary contract issued to the employer, 
scondary contracts (i.e. certificates) issued to the em-
ployees, and in addition, amendments, endorsements, books 
of rules and regulations, and the application. In no other 
single phase of insurance do the legal documents and rela-
tionships tend to became so involved. 
The defination of long term disability contained 
in the policy and the interpretation of this definition by 
the courts are obviously of great importance in determining 
the insurer's liability for the payment of disability 
benefits. Originally, most companies defined total dis-
ability as the total inability of the individual to engage 
in any gainful occupation. OTer the years, however, 
*The primary source of material for this chapter 
was J. Appleman, Insurance Law and Practice, Vol. I: 
Personal Insurance(st. Paul, Minn: West Publishing Co., 1941) 
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judicial decisions have given a broader interpretation 
than the words would imply. 
Prior to actually discussing the legal implications 
of the definition it might be well to set forth the basic 
attitude of the courts in disability cases. First, the 
courts tend to interpret the policy provisions favorably 
to the insured and not to take a strict construction of the 
policy. On the other hand, jurists are careful not to make 
interpretations so broad as to make a new contract for the 
parties involved. 47 Secondly, the courts refer first to the 
master group policy to determining the intent of the parties 
entering the contract.48 These two points constitute the 
guiding principles for court interpretation and should be 
kept in mind during the following discussion. 
DEFINING THE RISK 
One of the basic problems in providing any type of 
insurance is in defining the risk. Once the insurer has ac-
complished this he can proceed to set rates, policy provision, 
administrative procedures and all other areas requiring de-
cisions. In developing a new coverage, such as group long 
term disability, companies depend on the information available 
on similar coverages previously issued. In this instance 
they turn to life policies providing disability benefits 
and accident and sickness policies. 
Exactly what constitutes total disability? How do 
you word the definition so as t0 know exactly what is at 
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risk? Will the courts uphold the definition? In attempting 
to answer these questions oa.mpanies turned to case records 
of past decisions dealing with disability benefit provisions 
and their interpretation. The difficulty with basing their 
definition on oourt interpretation was three-fold. First, 
each decision is based on a particular contract and the 
pertinent facts surrounding its making. Thus, previous de-
cisions have a limited value when applied to a different 
contract an~or facts. Secondly, unless the Supreme Court 
of the state has substantiated the decision it is not 
binding on later cases. Finally, each state operates as 
a separate entity and is not bound by the decisions of 
another state. It is not surprising then that, in view 
of this divergence of interpretations by the courts, there 
are many variations in the words used by different companies 
to define legal disability. A typical definition might read 
as follows: total disability is the complete inability of 
the insured to perform any and every duty pertaining to any 
occupation for wages or profit, except that during the first 
fifty-two weeks of disability the insured shall be deemed 
totally disabled so long as he cannot perform anY and every 
duty pertaining to his occupation.* other definitions in 
*This i s a composite definition compiled from state-
ments found in fifteen insurance policies in the writer's 
possession. 
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use include such phrases as "wholly and continuously dis-
abled", "for compensation· or profit", and "occupation for 
which the employee is reasonably fitted by education, 
training or experience." 
The judicial interpretation of what constitutes 
total disability and the litigation over their interpretation 
and application fill volumes of law reports. In order to 
avoid the confusion which would result from an attempt to 
review them individually this study will be restricted to a 
review of the major trends of interpretation on the fund-
amental points involved. It should be kept in mind that 
for every statement made, a contrary or court definition 
could be found. 
TOTAL DISABILITY 
A literal interpretation of •total" would require 
that the insured be in a state of either physical or mental 
helplessness in order to establish disability. To restrict 
total disability insurance to its literal meaning would 
ltmit recovery to cases of invalidism, coma or insanity and 
would make the coverage"almost worthless since these afflictions 
seldom occur in the working force. The vast majority of 
courts have upheld that htis was not the intention of parties 
entering into policies and have adopted a more liberal in-
terpretation.50 The test customarily applied by the courts 
to determine total disability is whether the individual is 
able to perform the material acts of his occupation or any 
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other occupation in which he might reasonably be expected 
to work in view of his status, training, p~sical condition 
and mental capacity.51 
PERMANENT. DISABILITY 
The word "permanent• is missing from the majority 
of current long term disability contracts due to the courts 
refusal to apply the term in disputed claims and because 
long term disability is in~ended to cover more than just 
•permanent" disabilities'. However, since it is standard 
wording in life insurance policies containing disability 
benefits, applies to social insurance, and is pertinent to 
many of the decisions discussed in this study, an under-
standing of its meaning and application in common law is 
necessary. 
Virtually complete unanimity exists that the term 
does not mean that the disability must absolutely continue 
for the duration of the insurer's life,52 and the courts 
have upheld that the expression "total and permanent dis-
ability" is used for the purpose of excluding disabilities 
which are mere]Sr temporary. The frequent difficulty of 
determining if a disability claim was permanent and the 
refusal of the courts to accept a literal interpretation of 
the word "permanent" led to the adoption by many companies 
in the 1920's of a "presumptive clause". This clause 
provided that a total disability which had continued for a 
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specified period of time would be presumed to be permanent 
during its further continance. The clause also provides that 
certain forms of disablement shall be presumed to be total 
and permanent. These are the entire and irrecoverable loss 
of the eight of both eyes or the severance of both hands 
or both feet or of one hand and one foot. The use of this 
provision alleviated the necessity of proving permanency 
and the resulting litigation. 
Thus, the common interpretation of the word 
permanent has resolved itself into a disability which will 
persist for a long or indefinite period of time. 53 and is 
of such a character that the insured will be rendered in-
capable of performing with reasonable regularity any sub-
stantially gainful occupation. The validity of this in• 
terpretation beca.mes more obvious when it is considered 
that the majority of contracts provide that payments shall 
not be made after the termination of such disability and 
that the condition (i.e. disability) will be presumed to 
be permanent upon the eXJdraticn of a certain period of 
time. The following quotation from such a case in point 
clearly expresses the prevailing view held by juristss 
We are of the opinion that the authorities support 
the conclusion that in insurance parlance, when used 
in such a policy as now before us, the words 'totally 
and permanently disabled' contemplate a disability 
at the time of continuance of the claim, which rea-
sonably satisfies a fair and impartial mind that the 
insured is then totally disabled and may reasonably 
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be expected to continue in such a condition for at 
least an indefinite period of time. The vital question 
thus involved must be determined on the evidence in 
each individual case. It necessarily follows that such 
a policy contemplates the accual of liability for 
permanent payments under conditions which may even-
tually prove temporary only, although at the time in-
dicative of permanency. As said in the Hawkin's Case, 
'fairness to the policyholder requires that reasonable 
evidence of permanency be accepted and the benefit paid 
so long as such apparent permanency exists, but, if it 
later appears that the seeming permanent condition is 
not such, then the company shall no longer continue 
paying benefits.•54 
This approach has also resulted in the courts re-
jecting claims where recovery seems certain, or reasonably 
so, within a short period of time. 
MATERIAL ACTS 
Since absolute helplessness is· not required to 
establish total disability the courts have recognized that 
an individual may be able to perform same duties of his oc-
cupation and still be totally disabled. The rule usually 
applied by the courts is that the insured must be unable to 
perform the important duties of his occupation in substan-
tially the usual and customary manner.55 Even where the 
policy contained the wGrds "any and every" duty of his oc-
cupation the courts have held that the insured was entitled 
to receive benefit when disabled to the extent that he could 
not perform any important duty· of his occupation.56 The 
fact that he may be able to perform an occasional material 
act of his occupation or business would not preclude recovery. 
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In cases where the insured spasmotically works at his oc-
cupation the courts have based their decisions on the par-
ticular facts involved.57 Frequently, an insured may be 
able to perform his duties for limited periods of tbne and 
still be incapable of any work much of the time. Under 
these circumstances the courts have found that the insured's 
inability to perform his duties with reasonable regularity 
constitutes total disability.58 However, claims have been 
denied where it has been held that the insured could perform 
with regularity, substantially most of the essential and 
material acts of his occupation.59 
HAZARD TO HEALTH OR LIFE 
When an individual continues to work despite com-
petent medical advice to the contrary the courts have relied 
on the rule of "common prudence•. Where it is impossible 
for the insured to work without endangering his health or 
risking his life he is considered totally disabled despite 
the fact that he continues ,to work or not.60 The important 
thing is not what the 'insured actually does but rather what 
would common prudence require the average person to do 
provided he were in the insured' physical condition. This 
rule is apparently based on the theory that there are in-
dividuals who, through a sense of obligation to their de-
pendents, continue on their jobs ~en though completely 
unfit to exert themselves in any kind of work. To deny 
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recovery to these individuals woula be to penalize them 
for their courage and fortitude. 
The application of this rule has been restricted 
to cases of great pain, immediate .impairment of health or 
imminent danger of death. In cases where the rule has been 
applied the courts often refuse recovery if it can be shown 
that the insured suffers the same pain, whether idle or not, 
his health is not further impaired by working, and he is 
capable of performing the duties of his occupation.61 
SUBSTANTIALLY GAINWL OCCUPATION 
Ordinarily, if the insured's capacity to work and 
the ability to earn has been reduced far below normal, the 
courts have refused to take a strict interpretation of this 
expression so as to deny him recovery. They have held that 
terms suoh·a.s "gainful" refer to compensation received in 
return for work performed or gain received in the conduct 
of a business, 62 and usually such work must be profitable 
and advantageous to the insured rather than some trivial 
work which would yield only a nominal gain. In cases where 
it has been shown that the insured ~ould perform only 
tasks such as driving a car for a short distance or sitting 
in a chair and whittling wood they have consistantly allowed 
recovery. 53 
However, consistant cases are reviewed often and it 
is apparent that most courts have tried to be fair, both to 
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the insurer and the insured. For example, in determining 
whether an individual meets the •substantially gainful 
occupation" condition of total disability they have con-
sidered it a measure of an individual's earning power 
rather than what his actual income amounted to.64 In 
other words, the occupation or business that the insured 
works at need not necessarily generate a profit in order 
to be "gainful".65 
COMPENSATION OR PROFIT 
The type and amount of •compensation and profit" 
received by the insured while allegedly disabled often 
plays a part in court decision. In the majority of cases 
where earnings must be reasonably substantial rather than a 
mere nominal gain or profit if recovery is to be refused.66 
The types of compensation can be conveniently divided into 
(1) earned income, (2) gratuaties, (3) investment income. 
As previously discussed, an individual is not 
required to work when such work would result in pain or 
seriously endanger his health. Therefore, the income 
earned under these circumstances will not deprive him ot the 
right to disability ~ents.67 Courts have consistantly 
refused to be bound by a literal construction of words 
"compensation or profit 0 which would prohibit an insured 
from receiving benefits if he earned any income whatsoever. 
The courts have also held that in cases where the employer 
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kept the insured on the payroll, or even kept up his salary 
despite the insured's inability to perform his job, such 
income would not bar recovery.68 The reasoning is that 
receipt of charity would not prevent the insured from re-
ceiving disability payments and that an employer's ben-
evolence in continuing to pay wages constitutes a 
definite form of charity.69 The test in these cases is 
whether or not the insured could obtain such wages in the 
open market. 
Income received from inTestments does not prevent 
recovery by itself if it does not require active management 
by the insured. Iaturally, if he is actively managing such 
funds and performing the duties of a stockbroker, recovery 
will not be allowed. 
A case which illustrates this concept concerned a 
dentist who was so disabled so as to be unable to carry on 
his profession. He did, however, receive an income from 
the purchase and sale of stocks and bonds. The court held 
that unless the insured would produce proof that he acted 
in the capacity of broker disability payments must be made. 70 
CHAPrER V 
RATES, RESERVES AND DIVIDENDS 
The premium under a group polia,y is the total 
monthly payment made by the policyholder to the insurance 
company and is determined by multiplying the applicable 
rate by the number of exposure units. This section of the 
study will be devoted to examining the mechinisms by which 
companies set rates for disability insurance. Reserves and 
dividends will also be discussed here since they have a 
direct bearing on the net cost of the insurance. 
PREMIUM RATES 
ObJectives of Rate Making. The fundamental ob-
jectives in setting long term disability rates are that they 
be adequate and equitable. To be adequate the rates must be 
sufficient to pay all claims, establish the necessary reserve 
and cover companies' expenses in writing the coverage. At 
the same time the rates should represent, as closely as 
possible, the value of the risk assumed plus a fair share of 
the expenses. Thus, while rates should be adequate, they 
should also reflect the fact that the probability of be-
coming a disability claim varies for each insured according 
to his age, sex, occupation, etc. As will be shown later, 
competition tends to keep companies from becoming too con-
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servative and rate regulations discourage inadequate rate8 .71 
Elements of Rate E&king. Three elements enter into 
the calculation of a rate; morbidity, interest and operating 
expenses. Items one and three make up the basic cost of 
insurance and item two serves to reduce these costs through 
investment gains on funds held by the company. The following 
discussio~ is a brief explanation of these three factors. 
Through observation, it has been determined that a 
great many events that appeared to be the result of pure 
chance when isolated instances are considered tend to occur 
with a great degree of regularity when a great number of 
instances are observed. It has also been noted that the 
regularity of the happening tends to increase with an in-
crease in the number of observed instances. 
This ability to forecast the happening of what 
appears to be a random event is oalled the Theory of Prob-
ability. Basically, the Theory states that given a suff-
icientlY large enough number of observations it is possible 
to predict the occurrence of a particular event. 72 Its 
application can be shown by considering a simple example 
involving a pair of dice. There are thirty-six possible 
combinations in a throw of a pair of dice, but only one com-
bination can appear in each throw. According the the Theory 
of Probability if the dice are thrown thirty-six times each 
combination will appear once, and only once. In practice 
this seldom happens. Usually same combinations will show up 
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several times while others will fail to appear. It is only 
when the dice are thrown many hundreds of times that the 
thirty-six possible combinations will approach the correct 
ratios. The greater the number of throws the lese the ratios 
will vary from the theretical one out of thirty-six. Thus, 
it appears that through the operation of the Theory of 
Probability as applied to a succession of events, the im-
possibility of predicting a happening as applied to a single 
case gives place to a reasonable probability of predicting 
the number of times the event will happen given a suff-
iciently large number of instances. 
In the field of life insurance probability enables 
us to predict the probable number of deaths at each age for 
each class of insureds. The statistical data used in es-
timating the number of deaths for this purpose is arranged 
in a table showing the probable death rate at each age. 
Usually these tables are composed of five columns; age, 
number living, deaths each year, deaths per 1,000 and ex-
pectation of life. The age column runs from one to ninety-
nine. The "number living" starts with one million individuals 
at age one and shows the number remaining alive at the 
beginning of each successive year. The next two columns are 
self-explanitory and the last column "expectation of life" 
indicates the number of additional years which those at 
any given age can be expected to live. Through application 
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of these tables life insurance companies can compute the 
premium that will enable them to insure individuals against 
the hazard of death. These tables have proven remarkably 
accurate since the contingency insured against was an ab-
solute one. In other words it can be determined without a 
shadow of a doubt whether a particular individual is dead 
or alive.* 
The problems involved in setting up a morbidity 
(disability) table are more complex and less accurate than 
those involved in life insurance. They are more intricate 
in that they must show not only the probability of becoming 
disabled but also the probability of the disabled dying or 
recovering. This loss of accuracy is due primarily to the 
fact that the Theory of Probability cannot measure variables 
such as the changing economic conditions and the moral 
hazard.73 
In view of these obstacles it is not surprising 
that the disability tables in use today are not standardized 
as are the mortality tables of life insurance. However, 
they all have but one purpose; to predict the present value 
of future benefits. The value of future benefits consists 
basically of multiplying the probability of the event insured 
against (disability), at the insured's age, by the probable 
duration of the disability. Disability tables (i.e. prob-
*Table described is the Commissioner's 1941 Standard 
Ordinary Mortality Table. 
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ability of becoming disabled) are very similar to mortality 
tables in that they are composed of columns showing age, 
number of healthY lives, number of disabled lives and dis-
abilities per 1,000. Predicting the duration of the disability 
is more complicated and involves calculating the value of the 
so-called disabled life annuity. 
This value is equal to the summation of the 
following tel'll!lll 'the probability that a person disabled at 
age X will remain disabled for one year ttmea the benefit 
payment, plus the probability that he will remain disabled 
for two years times the disability pay.ment, plus the prob-
ability that he will remain disabled for three years times 
the disability payment, etc. 
Once this disabled life annuity has been calculated 
it is multiplied by the probability that a person at age X 
will become disabled and the resulting figure, discounted 
for interest, is the present value of future benefits. 74 
In general, interest is of much greater importance 
in ordinary than in group insurance. This is due to the 
fact that the premiums for group insurance are calculated to 
cover benefits only, and therefore require practically no 
reserves. However, this is not true in the case of long 
term disability where very substantial reserves must be built 
up due to the extent of the risk. 
Payment of interest is based on the fact that the 
premium payments begin at the inception of the contract and 
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benefits are payable at some future date. This means that 
the insurance company has the use of the policyholder's money 
for a period of time before they are redistributed as benefits. 
The income derived from the use of this money (interest) 
must be introduced into the rate calculated in order to es-
tablish an equality between sums now due (premium) and sums 
to be due in the future (claims}.75 In the case of long 
term disability the interest is generated primarily by the 
large stabilization reserves set aside for approved, pending 
and unreported olaims. * 
Rates calculated on the basis of morbidity tables 
and interest will provide sufficient funds to pay expected 
claims. In order to cover the cost of expenses, taxes, and 
adverse f1uctuations in interest, the rates must be in-
creased. 
Obviously it would be inequitable to divide total 
company operating expenses by number of inforce cases since 
each policy does not contribute equally to expenses. This 
problem is handled in group insurance by loading each unit 
rate by a constant amount and then reducing the rate for 
larger groups by a scale of discounts based on premium or 
volume of insurance.76 
~thode of Rate Calculation. In the development 
of any new coverage the rates are calculated by comparing 
*The extent of these reserves is discussed later in 
this section under Reserves. 
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as accurately as possible, similar types of coverages and 
using what experience and statistics are available. This 
past experience is then oriented to the new coverage with 
whatever judgment factors must be used on account of the 
dearth of available statistics. Thus, since future events 
can seldom be predicted with accuracy, the original rates 
are simply informed e•timates which it is hoped will coincide 
closely with the actual experience. After the new coverage 
has been inforce for a period of time and developed a 
significant amount of experience, companies will reverse 
their rate structure to reflect actual experience. This re-
vision may be either a modification of the original rates 
(low ratio method) or a complete reconstruction (pure 
premium method). 
The emerging experience on a new coverage will 
usually differ from results predicted in setting up the 
original rates. Under the loss ratio method companies 
merely increase or dec~ease the entire rate structure ao as 
to produce an adequate level of rates. This method makes 
no attempt to evaluate the experience so as to determine if 
certain factors such as occupation, sex, earnings, etc. are 
responsible for the variance in experience. To this extent 
this method is inequitable since it does not necessarily 
charge the individual or group·according to the risk in-
volved. 77 
When a company evaluates the emerging experience and 
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actually prepares new disability tables based on experience, 
they are using the pure premium method. This method allows 
the company to determine, with some degree of accuracy, the 
actual effect on this risk of factors such as age, sex. etc. 
Depending upon the size of the company they may use their 
own experience or rely on data supplied by the Society of 
Actuaries. 78 
Total Disability Rates. A8 previously demonstrated 
rate computation for a new coverage is usually based upon 
experience of similar coverages. In the case of disability 
insurance the original table was derived from the experience 
of American fraternal organizations by Dr • .Arthur Hunter, 
actuary of the Iew York Life Insurance Company. This table, 
known as "Hunter's Table", was published in 1911 a.nd was 
related to the original type of disability coverage under 
which disability had to be actually determined.79 In ad-
dition, the fraternal organizations had better underwriting 
and claim control with their members than the average life 
insurance company has with its policyholders. For these 
reasons the Table was not particularly well-suited for cal-
culations of premiums in Which there was a presumptive 
clause.* 
Following the publication of Hunter's Table, 
there was no concerted action by the companies until the 
*Clause discussed in Chapter II. 
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1920's study of the Committee on Disability of the Actuarial 
Society of America. This report, published in 1926, 
showed the rates of disability experienced by a group of 
twenty-nine American and Canadian companies. The study 
analyzed three different disability provisions. Class I 
covered policies that did not contain a presumptive clause 
while Classes II and III analyzed policies containing a 
ninety-day presumptive clause and differed on the basis of 
company practices in underwriting benefits and admitting 
claims. Class II covered policies where companies were 
strict in their underwriting and claim practices, and Class 
III covered those with liberal practices.BO 
Prior to the 1926 study companies had to make the 
best estimate they could of what constituted an adequate 
rate for the ninety-day clause. Upon publication of the 
report the majority of companies adopted the Class III 
Table since it had the more liberal administration of the 
ninety-day clause and, hence, the higher claim frequency. 
The widespread use of this Table resulted in a general in-
crease in premium rates but later experience showed even 
those ratee were too low. 
The reason the Class III rates proved inadequate 
can be found in an examination of the experience upon which 
the Table was based. When the study was conducted the 
ninety-day clause had been in use for about four years and 
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the exp~rience represented the first few years following 
medical examinations. Thus the Table proved to be neither 
a safe nor a satisfactory method by which to predict probable 
fu~ure experience.81 
Actually, the Table was used to calculate rates 
for only a few years. During the 1930's and the 1940's 
rates that were based upon the Table increased by percentage 
adjustments made by the loss ratio method. During this 
period companies came to the realization that there was a 
definite need for reliable tables of the rate of disability 
among active lives, and of death and recovery among disabled 
lives based on sufficiently long and extensive experience 
with the types of co,verage then being written. A decision 
to prepare such tables was reached and in 1952 the Society 
of Actuaries published comprehensive tables covering the 
period from 1930 to 195o.82 
This study, commonly referred to as the 0 1952 
Disability Report", was based on the experience of eleven 
large companies and divi~ed twenty years of experience into 
four periods as follows: 
Period I 1930-1935 
Period II 1935-1939 
Period III 1939-1946* 
Period IV 1946-1950 
The report is comprised of a study of active lives for the 
*Period III does not cover active lives due to the 
difficulty in determining exposure during war period. 
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determination of rates of disablement and a disabled lives 
study for determination of the rates of claim termination 
amongst those admitted to benefit. The study covered five 
types of disability benefits which were felt to be of in-
terest to a large number of companies and for which a 
sizable volume of data was available. The benefits 
covered are as follows: 
:Benefit 1. The "total and permanent" clause under 
which the probable permanence of disability 
had to be established on the merits of each 
case. Issued chiefly from about 1918 to 
early 1930. 
~enefit 2. The 90-day "presumptive" clause under which 
permanence would be presumed where disability 
had to be continued for 90 days. 
Benefit 3. The 90-day •presumptive" clause, with both 
the $10 monthly income and waiver of pre-
mium being retroactive. Issued chiefly 
from 1925 to early 1930. 
Benefit 4. The 120-day "presumptive" clause with only 
the waiver of premium being retroactive. 
Issued chiefly in 1930, 1931 and a few 
months in 1932. 
Benefit 5. The six-month "presumptive" clause, 
providing waiver of premium only and is 
retroactive. This benefit was issued after 
1931 and is currently being issued. 
This study represents the most important development 
affecting disability insurance rates to date. 
Current Disability Bate Basis. With this as a 
background companies entering the long term disability field 
in the early 1950's were faced wit-h the problem of how to 
set rates. As has been shown the only intra-company studies 
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available were the Class III Table of the 1925 study and 
the 1952 Disability Report. However, neither of these 
studies were considered applicable for group long term dis-
ability for a number of reasons. 
Same of the deficiencies noted in the Class III 
Table were as follows• 
1. The economic conditions today are completely 
different from those in the early 1920's. 
2. The age curve is not as steep as would be indicated 
by recent company experience. 
3. The fact that the study is thirty-years old casts 
doubt on its current value. 
4. The table was high at younger ages. 
5. Group long term disability will have employer con-
trol which should affect clatms. 
6. Old age, survivors and disability insurance was 
not available at that time. 
7. Medical practices have changed. 
s. Study based on too ltmited data. 83 
The problems involved in using the 1952 Disability 
Reports werea 
1. The experience was on individual lives, with in-
dividual selection and individual medical under-
writing. This is partially offset by the fact that 
the underwriting of life insurance is concerned 
mostly with mortality risk, not morbidity. 
2. Benefit 2 experience was a closed group during the 
period studied, therefore not comparable to group. 
Also policies were written over thirty-years ago. 
3. Data at young ages was very scanty. 
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4. The experience of the 1940's was worse than the 
1950's but may not be appTopriate for any future 
period. 
5. Experience relates to 24-hour coverage, rather than 
non-occupational. 
6. There were no social security disability benefits 
at that time. 
7. Medical practices have changed. 
8. Amounts uDder long term disability much larger, so 
data is inappropriately low. 
9. Employer control will affect claims. 
10. Study did not include temporary disabled life84 
annuities. 
Thus, companies were faced with the necessity of basing 
their rates on statistics that were considered unreliable. 
The solution---use the studies available and make the 
necessary adjustments to correct the inequities. 
The chart on the following page outlines the rate 
basis of nine of the larger companies writing this cov-
erage. A cursory examination of the chart will reveal that 
the nine companies have nine different approaches to setting 
rates. The importance of inter-company studies in setting 
rates can be seen in the fact that six out of nine companies 
relied on the 1952 Report in computing rates in spite of the 
imposing list of weaknesses that have been enumerated. 
RESERVES 
Group long term disability reserves are essentially 
the same as for any other group coverage. They represent the 
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TABLE 3 
RATE BASIS FOR GROUP LONG TERM DISABILITY 
Company A 
Jliorbidity 
Benefit Z of 1952 
Report. Adjusted term-
ination rates to Period 
4. Disability rates 
adjusted roughly to 
Period 4. 
other Adjustments 
Reduced grading at 
higher ages. Adjusted 
to assure reasonable 
fit with regular A &: S 
rates. 
Ca.pany B Benefit z, Period 4 for ~odified for c~petitive 
frequencies and duration and other reasons. 
COJJIP8.!l7 C Conference modification f11Iodified by experience 
of Class III. individual plans. 
Company D Period 4 &: 3!% interest 
Female rates 15o% of 
male. 
Company E Used 89% of Individual 
Policy Assumptions of 
Company. 
Company F Benefit z, between 
Periods 2 & 4. 
Company G OWn experience. 
Company H Benefit Z between 
Periods 2 & 3. 
Compan.y I T & P under Group 
Annuity Contracts. 
Personal Health 
Policies. Miller 
Table. 
Preferred because of 
steeper age curve thai:l 
Class III, as confirmed 
by own experience. 
Adjusted to fit age 
curve of Installment 
Disability Benefits Ex-
perience under Group 
Life. 
Adjusted to fit own ex-
perience on ordinary 
disability and other 
company experience on 
~ong Term Disability. 
Assumed costs fall be-
tween Class III and 
1952 Reports. 
Slope was flattened to 
better integrate with 
W.I. and competition. 
Extended beyond 60-weeks 
according to termination 
rates based on Benefit 4 
and Benefits 2 & 3 
combined. 
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Source: SUrvey of Insurance Company Practice with 
Regard to Long Term Disability (Group), Prepared by New York 
Life Insurance Company, June 1961, p. 8. 
actual or potential liability against the insurance company. 
These liabilities, or reserves, may be divided into policy, 
contingency, incurred and unreported, and disabled lives 
reserves. 85 The important point to remember is that these 
reserves or funds are not assets but liabilities of the in-
surance company. 
The policy reserves are actually unearned premium 
in the insurer's possession for which he has an obligatio_n 
(liability) to the insured. Since group insurance premium 
is usually paid on a monthly basis this reserve is neg-
ligable. Contingency reserves are simply an estimated 
ma11gin of safety over and above the known liability. In the 
case of long term disability this would cover the possibility 
of large numbers of unforseen claims due to natural disasters, 
adverse economic conditions, etc. 
The last two types of reserves, incurred and un-
reported and disabled lives reserves, are abnormally large 
for this coverage. This can be attributed to the potential 
claim liability which could conceivably run as high as 
$250,000 on a single individual. 
Incurred and unreported reserves are for claims 
that are known to exist but for which the company has not 
been notified. The value of the claims resulting from these 
disabilities is estimated from past experience, and set up 
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from premium alone. Due to lack of experience and the size 
of the potential liability companies are setting aside any-
where from 20% of each year's premium to the expected 
P·resent value of two maximum claims.86 
Disabled lives reserves are funds set aside to 
cover the liability that a company assumes once an indiv-
idual becomes an approved disability claim. The size of 
this liability is measured b,y the expected present value of 
future claim payments, commonly called the disabled life 
annuity. Available information, although inconclusive, in-
dicates that companies charge full amount of the disabled 
lives annuity for the year in which the claim occurs,87 
or pro-rate it over a two or three-year period.88 
Since the yearly premium generated by the average 
group case would only represent a fraction of these reserves 
many companies have resorted to •pooling" on small cases. 
Pooling is a technique whereby the experience, or a portion 
of the experience, for all cases under a certain size are 
considered as one large case. Each policy year a certain 
predetermined percent of the case premium is transferred to 
the pool regardless of whether the case actually incurred 
any claims. In aey: one year only a very small number of the 
cases in the pool will have claims and these claims, or a 
portion, are charged to the pool rather than the individual 
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case. Tbis allows the insurance company to reduce their risk 
on these cases and accordingly charge lower premium rates to 
pooled cases than would otherwise be necessary. This method 
of handling experience is particularly appropriate where 
you have a low claim frequency in combination with a high 
vlaim value. 
DIVIDENDS 
Here again, usual group insurance practices apply. 
The mutual companies will ~ annual dividends depending on 
the financial experience under the policy fir groups of 
substantial size. Non-participating companies provide retro-
active premium adjustment computed largely in the same 
manner as the dividends of mutual companies. As a practical 
matter, however, the size of the reserves usually prohibits 
the pay.aent of any dividend or retroactive premium ad-
justment during the first several policy years for all but 
the very largest of cases. Naturally, the dividends on 
pooled cases are more theoretical than practical. 
CHAP!'ER VI 
THE POLICY CONTRACT 
A number of important disability contract prov-
isions will be reviewed in the later discussion of under-
writing practices. Attention here will now be directed to 
the general structure of the master contract and the re-
mainder of the important provisions. 
Comparing the long te~ disability policies and 
provisions issued b,y twelve insurance companies* it is 
evident that the more important te~s and condi tiona of the 
policies are mearly identical. The exact wording and the 
organization of the contract varies b,y company, but the 
basic policy provisions are substantially the same for all 
insurance companies, regardless of size. All of the 
policies examined contained sections on Insuring Agreement, 
Eligibility, Benefits, Premiums, Te~ination of Insurance 
and General Provisions, but not neuesaarily in this order. 
INSURiliG AGRE'fiXENT 
This provision of the contract describes the COD• 
tractual relationship between the parties and states the 
•promise to pay" of the insurer and the consideration 
*Aetna, Travelers, Prudential, llfa.ss. JIIutual, 
Continental Assurance, Occidental Life, Standard of Oregon, 
Confederation Life, Provident of Chattanooga, Conn. General, 
Teacher's Ins. and Annuity Assoc., and lrew York Life. 
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(application and premium) for this promise. As in other 
group policies the parties to the contract are the insurance 
company, which serves as the insurer, and the employer, who 
is the policyholder. The contract provides insurance on the 
lives of the employees of the employer, who are the persons 
insured. 
ELIGIBILITY 
The class or classes of employees to be insured 
are listed here as well as the requirement that eligibility 
be restricted to tull-ttme per.manent employees who have 
completed the service waiting period. lbplcyees working 
less than thirty-two hours a week are not considered fUll· 
ttme. Also the waiting period mq varY from as low as 
three months to a high of two or three years. 
The conditions under which an employee's insurance 
will became effective are also set forth in this section. 
Ten of the twelve companies apply the actively-at-work 
method, and the other two use the tight-actively-at-work 
method. The require.ent applies to both the initial group 
and the future employees who are working on the date their 
insurance would normally go into effect. Without exception 
evidence of insurability is required if the individual 
cannot meet this requireaent or if he applies for cOTerage 
later than thirty-one days after he became aligible. 
Rftl&HlF:tTS 
This article or section of the policy contains the 
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schedule of amounts, maximum durations, changes in amounts, 
successive periods of disability, non-duplication provision 
and exclusions. Iaturally, the schedule of amounts fo~s 
the most vital part of the section but the provisions 
limiting or regulating payment deserve equal considerations. 
It is only by studying the schedule, as revised by these 
provisions, that the benefits can be arrived at. 
The actual schedule varies for each plan under-
written and does not warrant additional discussion. However, 
the underlying principles are common to all plans and should 
be revised. As previously noted a benefit formula is the 
basis for all plana regardless' of whether they use earnings 
brackets or percentage of earnings. Although these 
formulas apply a decreasing percentage as earnings increase 
they usually provide between t~ and 60% of earnings for 
all but the highest paid employees. The actual amount of 
disability payment for which an individual is eligible is 
expressed as a monthly benefit by all but one of the 
companies. 'l'his compan;y utilizes weekly benefits. The one 
area of disasre•ent appears to be lletween the use of 
earnings brackets and percentage of earnings plana. Those 
expressing preference for the bracket type feel that per-
centage of earnings plans produce frequent changes in 
amounts of insurance and thereby complicate administration. 
In addition, those companies requiring the tight-actively-
at-work provision feel that the satisfaction of this 
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provision for each small increase would be cumbersome. All 
express a willingness to consider either approach in a com-
petitive situation. 
The provisions covering maximum duration, changes 
in amounts and successive periods of disability all serve 
to ltmit or regulate the ~ent of benefits as set forth 
in the schedule of amounts. The following brief discussion 
of these provisions will be supplemented b.1 a more complete 
review of their camposi tion and importance in the next 
chapter. 
There ·1s considerable variation in maximum duration 
which ranges from two years to attai!lllent of age sixty-
five. In addition, ma~ policies provide a longer duration 
for accident than for sickness disability. For example, 
benefits may be subject to a two-year maxtmum duration for 
sickness and a five-year maximum for disability caused b.1 
accident. The majority of companies allow the policyholder 
to select the duration of benefits. 
Changes in amounts of benefits, whether increases 
or decreases, are controlled b.1 the schedule of amounts. 
When an individual 1s earnimga change sufficiently to warrant 
a revision in his benefit amount the adjustment is made 
either immediately or on the first of the month following, 
subject to the employee being actively-at-work on that date. 
If he is not actively-at-work the adjustment is deferred 
until SW'h ttme as he returns to work. 
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The treatment of successive periods of disability 
varies by company depending upon whether the second dis-
ability i.e due to the same or related causes, or is entirely 
unrelated. If it is due to the s81Be or related causes a 
new elimination and benefit period applies provided the in-
dividual has returned to work for a specified period of 
time. Those due to unrelated oauses are subject to a new 
qualit,ying period regardless of whether the employee returns 
to work. The treatment of euccessive periods of disability 
is often governed by the provisions of the short term dis-
ability plan which the long term disability policy supple-
ments. In many cases the two plans are not correctly re-
lated resulting in either double coverage for a period of 
time or what is worse, a lapse of coverage. 
Although the non-duplication provision will be 
discussed in the next section, it warrants additional dis-
cussion here in view of its effect on benefits and the 
chance of misunderstanding. This provision serves to limit 
the amount of benefit payable b,y either direct offset or 
setting an overall lbaitation on income. The distinction 
between theee two types of limitations is extremely im-
portant in determining the actual benefit payable. 
»irect offset provides that for any period of 
total disability for which an employee is entitled to com-
pensation tram certain specified sources the disability 
benefit pa1ment will be reduced b,y the amount of this ad-
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ditional compensation. In other words, if an individual 
subject to a direct offset provision was entitled to a $400 
disabilit7 payment and at the same ttme was receiving $250 
under tha disabilit7 provision of SOcial Securit7, the 
benefit would be reduced b.1 $250 and ha would receive onl7 
$150. This reduction would occur regardless of the re-
lationship between benefits and earnings. Three of the 
twelve companies in the aunq appl7 tha direct offset 
approach to tha Social Seourit7 and Workmen's Compensation. 
The non-duplication provision, used by all 
companies including the three using the direct offset, 
provides for a reduction in the benefit amount onl7 if 
total compensation exceeds a specific percentage of the am-
plo7ee 'a normal earnings. Thus, in the above example, the 
individual would receive the fUll $400 plus $250 from 
Social Security if his normal earnings were $1300 a month 
or more and the poliO, contained a 5o% non-duplication 
provision. In general, this provision applies to all 
fo~s of disabilit7 oompeneatiou that the emplo7ee m&7 
receive. 
In broad te~s an Insuring Agreement states what 
the compaey agrees to .do, that is, JIII.Y' the benefit in the 
event of a disabilit7. The EXclusions reduce tha broad 
te~s of the Insuring Agreement by enumerating disabilities 
that the compaey does not agree to insure. Thus, thq re-
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strict coverage to the specific risk the company intends to 
cover. 
The exclusions found in long ter.m disability 
policies show a considerable amount of variation and no 
attempt will be made to review all of them. However, there 
are five basic exclusions common to most policies and they 
should be mentioned. 
The moat important exclusion, and one of the two 
found in all twelve policies, states that "the benefit will 
not be payable for a~ disability 4ue to an act of war, 
declared or undeclared." This hazard is excluded due to 
the fact that war represents a eatastrcphic risk which the 
companies might not be able to cope with and the occurrence 
or severity of the risk does not lend itself to accurate 
forecasts. 
A second limitation found in all policies excludes 
•atteapted suicide whether sane or insane and intentionally 
self-inflicted injuries.• The reasoning behind this ex-
clusion is 8ased partially on the social desirability of 
not rewarding self-injury and partially on the necessity to 
avoid selection. Three additional exclusions found in nina 
or more of the ]IOlleies examined are "pregnancy, childbirth 
or miscarriage, bodily injury sustained while piloting or 
acting as the member of the crew of an aircraft, • and 
fesulting from participation in the committing of a felo~.· 
• 
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The exact wording of these provisions may vary from contract 
to contract but the hazards to be excluded are the same. 
The elimination of prepancy and related cases as 
a cause of eligible disability is the result of past ex-
perience and possibility of selection. The majority of 
temporary disability plans either exclude pregnancy or p~ 
benefits for short periods of ttae. An exception to this 
was Rhode Island's Disability Law which originally treated 
pregaa.ncy the same as any other cause. The high claim 
losses which followed resulted in an amendment to the law 
restricting pregnancy benefits to a maxtmum of fifteen 
weeks.89 Since many women do· not return to work after 
delivery it would be extremely difficult to prove malingering 
in the event an individual was selecting against the plan. 
The exclusion of claims reulting from participation 
in aviation does not appear to be valid. The majority of 
aviation accidents would seem to result in death rather than 
disability. A more satisfactory approach would be to 
no~ally cover the aviation risk and add the exclusion only 
where there appears to be a special danger of disability. 
Public policy dictates the exclusion of disability 
sustained from participation in the committing of a felony. 
To provide disability benefits for this type of individual 
would in a sense condone crime and allow the perpetrator 
to benefit thereby. Public policy prohibits payments under 
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these circumstances. 
An additional ltmitation often found as a separate 
provision under the policy excludes certain conditions 
existing prior to the employer becoming insured. This 
provision, called the pre-existing condition clause, ex-
cludes disabilities •caused or contribu~ed to b,y a disease 
or injury for which employees received medical treatment or 
services during the three months prior to the effective date 
of the insurance.• Two of the twelve contracts included 
this provision. 
The inclusion of this provision results from the 
need to obtain a group of insured lives with a prospect of 
normal morbidity. Therefore. it is obviously necessary to 
exclude a~ benefits for disabilities which have already 
occurred. While it is possible to de~ liability where 
the cause of the disability originated before the effective 
date, ev..en though no signa of sympto.ms have appeared at that 
ttme, it is iapractical to do so. '.rhus, companies rely 
upon the receipt of medieal treatment or services to ex-
clude pre-existing conditions and ignore those oases where 
the individual has no knowledge of this condition. 
PRl!MillJIS 
The initial premium rate for each group policy 
depends on the waiting period, maxtmum duration for 
benefits, attained ages of the employees, percentage or 
females and, possibly, extra-premium for special factors 
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in the group. The special factors would be such things as 
industry loading under twenty-four hour coverage and adjust-
ments for Social Security and Workmen's Compensation. In 
the majority of cases the monthly premium is expressed as 
an average monthly rate per 1100 tt.es the total monthly 
benefit then in force. FOr the first twelve months the 
initial rate is guaranteed. 
On the first and each subsequent renewal of the 
contract the premium rate may be changed by the insurance 
comp&QY. This right is subject to providing written notice 
to the policyholder of at least thirty-one days in ad-.:ance 
of the date on which such change is to be effected. Due to 
the low claim frequencies and heavy reliance on pooling, 
experience rating is probably restricted to a few large 
cases. Two provisions having a direct bearing on premiums 
are the grace period and waiver of premium. During the 
grace period the policy continues in force unless the 
paiicyholder gives advance written notice of termination. 
The majority of policies also provide that premium pay• 
mente shall not be required with respect to an employ~e's 
insurance on a premium due date during a period for which 
benefits are paid to the employee under the policy. 
TEBMiliATION OF INSURAliCE 
Long term disability insurance on an employee 
automatically ceases upon termination of employment provided 
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tenaination is not due to disability. If the tenaination 
is temporary and due to an injury or sickness the employer 
has the right to continue his coverage under the policy. 
Baturally, if he is totally disabled he is under the benefit 
provision and his coverage is therefore extended. His in-
surance also tenainates upon attainaent of the ltmiting 
age which is sixty-five less the elimination period or 
receipt of the maxtmum benefit or discontinuance of the 
policy. 
The master contract may be terminated by either 
the employer or the insurance compaJV"• The employer may 
tenainate the policy at any ttme by giving written notice 
to the carrier and the cancellation is effective of the 
date specified in the letter or upon receipt of the notice 
by the compaJJT, if later. The campany may terminate if 
participation falls below 75% or a specified number of 
lives, failure to pay premium, or in some cases just on 
the basis of company decision. The latter basis for 
cancellation, company decision, apparently is a form of 
clatm control operative only if' selection against the plan 
bec0111.es apparent. In anT case the coapaey can terminate 
the policy only after the first policy anniversary and with 
a thirty-one day advance notice to the policyholder. 
<IIC&Ii!RAL PROVISIONS 
The general provisions or the policy consist 
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basically of definition, statuatov,r provisions and clatm 
administration rules. Each of these, with the exception ot 
claim administration, will be discussed briefly here in 
approxUn5tely the order in which they are found. Claims 
administration will be reviewed more fully in the next 
section. 
Only two of the twelve policies examined do not 
include an initial period when total disability ia defined 
in terma of the insured's inability to per:f'oxm "his• occu-
pation. These two companies require that thl insured must 
be unable to perfoxm "&127" occupation for the full period. 
Eight of the other ten policies use •his• occupation for 
the first twelve or twenty-four months after the qualifYing 
period and then tighten their definition to •any• occupation 
for the balance of the disability. The last two companies 
apply •his• during the qualit'ying period and •aey• there-
after. The majority of companies include provision, either 
under general provision or benefits, denying the payment of 
benefits when the insured is actually engaged in gainful 
work for wage or profit. 
In actual practice there is little difference, in 
most jurisdictions, between the two types of definition 
with respect to a127 legitt.&te. cl&tms. Ali individual who 
is totally disabled so aa to be unable to engage in his 
occupation ia usually unable to engage in a127 gainful 
occupation for which he ia reasonably fitted. The use ot 
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his occupation, however, lends itaelf more readily to abuse 
by claimants and to unpredictable 11beralizat1on',)Yy judicial 
interpretation. This is the reason that the majority of 
companies add a statement to the effect that no disabilitt'' 
benefits will be paid for aQ7 period during which the insured 
is gainfully employed. 
Two of the sample policies list specified disa-
bilities that autamatically qualifY the insured for disa-
bility benefits; these are the irrevocable loss of the sight 
or both *Yes or the loss by actual severance through or 
above wrist or ankle joints of both han4e or both feet or 
one hand and one foGt. 
Some of the provisions of an insurance policy are 
required by law. An exact listing of them varies by states. 
ProvisiODII often required by state law, and found in long 
ter.m disability policies, are incontestibility, grace 
period and misstatement of age. 
The incontestibility clause makes it impossible 
for the compaQ7 after a period of time to contest anT 
statSIIents made by the employer or azzy" employee. The only 
basis the company has for contesting the policy or an in-
dividual's insurance after the contestible period is for 
non-pa.,ment of premium. While actually a statuatcry 
provision, the graee period is related to premiums and was 
discussed under that heading., 
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If an employee's age has been misstated ~he contract 
provides that an equitable adJustment will be made in the 
premium and if the amount of benefit is based on age, in 
the amount of benefit. AdJustments due to misstatement of 
age are not effected by the incontestable clause. The ad-
justment is not a contest of the policy but an operation 
of a policy provision. 
A provision stating that the policy and attached 
application constitute the entire contract between the 
company and the policyholder 1e a very common statuatory 
provision. The purpose of this clause is to prevent a 
practice once quite prevelant whereby the companies make 
their bylaws and charter a part of the contract. 
CHAl'TER VII 
SELECTION OF RISKS 
Broadly speaking, the usual principles of group 
insurance underwriting are applied in group disability in-
came insurance. There are, however, same features of group 
underwriting which take on apeoial amphaaia in this tom 
of protection. The emphasis is directly related to the 
problems inherent in underwriting long tam disability. 
These problema stem tram two facta; first, that the nature 
of the risk is such that frequency of the event insured 
against is slight, but severity of clatma incurred is 
great, and secondly, the moral hazard 1a of primary im-
portance. The result, a alight variation in number of 
actual clatma would have a drastic effect on experience 
and the moral hazard compounds the difficulty of predicting 
experience. This places a heaTY responsibility on the 
underwriter to apply stringent underwriting rules so as to 
mintmize the effect of such factors as the moral hazard, 
economic reversals, eligibility of women and relationship 
*lTtmary source of material consisted of policies 
and manuals obtained tram the following campan1es a .Aetna, 
Travelers, Prudential, Jrase. JIUtual, Continental Assurance, 
Occidental Life, Standard of Oregon, Confederation Life, 
Provident of Chattanooga, Conn. General, Teacher's Ina. and 
Annuity Assoc. and Iew York Life. 
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of benefits to wages. 
Moral Razar4. In underwriting life insurance the 
moral hazard is not too important since the event insured 
against, death, is a permanent situation not easily mis-
represented and the benefit is paid to someone other than 
the insured. The lack of these inhibitions in disability 
insurance requires that the underwriter set up safeguards 
against feigned disabilities. 
The surest way to protect against moral hazard 
is to aToid unstable industries and those where the em• 
ployment is erratic or periodic. The borderline disability 
case tends to become a clailllant where with stable employ• · 
ment he would continue to work. Experience has shown that 
indiTicluals will take adTantage of the insurance to the 
extent that it becomes a kiid of unemployment benefit where 
l~·offs or interruptions in employment occur. The same 
problem can exist on proprietorships and partnerships 
where the owner or partner~ establish a disability claim 
on the grounds that he 1e unable to do further work, and 
yet continue to contribute as much as ever to the manage-
ment of the buainess. 
Economic Reversals. Although it is questionable 
whether there will ever be a depression as severe as the 
great Depression of the 1930's it is safe to assume that 
our econQm7 will continue to suffer the booms and depressions 
e:xperienced in the past. The effect of these business 
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cycles on the financial experience under disability policiea 
has been clearly illustrated in the last quarter centur,y. 
One of the indicators of our national aeon~ is 
the level of unemployment which is shown in Table 4 for the 
years 1930·1950. In connection with these figures it 
should be noted that Periods 1 and 2 of the 1952 Report* 
cover a period of ttme of high unemployment while Period 
4 covers a relatively prosperous period. Period 3 will be 
disregarded since the stu~ did not cover the period due 
to the ¢ifficulty in detennining exposure during the war.90 
TAB:tE 4 
PERCENT OF CIVILIAN LABOR :&ORCE UllEMPLOYED 
Year Percent Year Percent 
1930 8.7% 1940 14.6% 
1931 15.9 1941 9.9 
1932 23.6 1942 4.7 
1933 24.9 1943 1.9 
1934 21.7 1944 1.2 
1935 20.1 1945 1.9 
1936 16.9 1946 3.9 
1937 14.3 1947 3.6 
1938 19.0 1948 3.4 
1939 17.2 1949 5.5 
Sourcer u.s., Bureau of the Budget, Prepared for 
the Joint Economic Committee b,y the Committee Staff and 
office of statistical Standards, 1957 Historical and Des-
criptive Supplpmant to Economic Indicators, (1957), p. 21. 
*The 1952 Report covering the years 1930-1950 
represents the latest available stu~ on disability. 
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lf the business cycle affects the disability claims then 
there should be a marked difference between frequency of 
disability claims for Periods 1 and 4. 
A comparision of crude rates of disablement tor 
Periods 1, 2 and 4 for the 90-day •presumptiTe" clause 
(~enefit 2) is shown in Table 5. Benefit 2 experience is 
shown since the majority of companies appear to be using 
this benefit in computing rates, Aa expected, there is 
a substantial difference in claim frequency between the 
periods. On the aTerage, the claim rate for the years 
1946-1950 was approximately one-half of that experienced 
during the pre-war period. Smae indication of just how 
sensitiTe disability is to changes in the economy can be 
'l'ABLl!l 5 
CRUIII!: AB'NUAL DISAB.biiDDI'f RATE PER 1,000 
Period l Period 2 Period 4 
Attained Age 1930-1934 1935-1939 1946-1950 
30-34 4.75 3.55 1.35 
35-39 5.81 4.46 1.96 
40-44 7.25 6.28 3.12 
45-49 10.66 9.30 4,81 
50-54 15.29 14.04 8.89 
55-59 22.23 20.58 16.03 
Sourcea "Experience under Certain Ordinary Disa-
bility Benefits between the 1930 and 1950 AnniTersaries,• 
Transactions, Society of Actuaries. 1952 Reports, Humber 2, 
p. 90, 
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seen in a comparison of Periods l and 2. The years 1930-
1934, coTering the beginning and bottom of the Depression 
should show a slightly higher claim rate than 1935-1939. 
The figures from Table 5 bear out this assumption. 
InsurabilitY of Women. The practice of the in-
surance companies in the early days of disability benefits 
UDder life insurance was not to grant any fo~ of such 
coverage to women. It was not long before companies began 
:proTiding waiTer of premium and in many cases eTen disa• 
bility income benefits. Throuch the 1920's there does not 
seem to have been any set industry practice w1 th reprd to 
women. Then in the 1930's as the result of experience re• 
ports from T&rious companies, it became apparent that 
TABLE 6 
DISABILITY CLAIMS BY SEX 
COMPARI!!D WITH l!llO?.ECTED CLAIM BASED ON 
CORRESPO!lDmG CRUDE RATES :BUR MAIBS AND F.EM.ALES C<JIBIJIED 
Ratio of Actual to Expected 
1930-1934 1935-1939 1946-1950 
Age )[ale Female )[ale Female J!&le Female 
30-34 92% 161% 89% 173% 102% 98% 
35-39 91 190 94 149 99 108 
40-44 93 177 95 157 97 126 
45-49 96 152 96 149 97 128 
50-54 98 127 96 149 98 121 
55-59 99 116 97 131 100 96 
All ages 94 158 95 151 99 114 
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"Experience under Certain Ordinary Dis-
between the 1930 and 1950 Anniversaries," 
Number 2, 
The problem of devexmining just how sub-standard 
women were as a class continued until the publication of 
the 1952 Report. This study established a basis for de• 
termining expected disabilities and their duration. Table 
6, taken from the study, shows that the rate of disability 
for women was substantiallY higher than the combined 
statistics for males and females. The Table covers onlY 
Eenefits 2,3 and 4 and ia thaa restricted to disability 
income benefits. In evaluating the figures it is necessary 
to discount the more favorable female to male ratio for 
the years 1946-1950 since the statistics for the period 
represent onlY about 20% of the total statistics used in 
the study. 
Table 7 provides a comparison of texminations 
among females with those expected according to the cor-
responding graduated rates for males and females combined. 
In this case the texminations ~wed no significant vari-
ation from male experience for average durations of fifteen 
years or less. However, it should be noted that for dur-
ations of more than two years the female rate of termination 
is oonsistantly lower, with the exception of eix and ten-
year durations under Eenefit 4. The lower termination rate 
for females means that they tend to be disabled longer. 
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In summtu'Y, the 1952 Report showed that females 
tend to become disabled more frequently than males and once 
disabled the,y tend to remain disabled longer, Obviously, 
insuring women for disability insurance, and in particular, 
long term disability insurance, represents a serious under-
writing problEm, 
TABLE 7 
F.EMALE 'l'EHMINATION EXPERIENCE 1930-1950 
COMPARED WITH EXPECTED BY RATES FOR MA:mS AND ll'EMAIES COMBINE]) 
Disability Year 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11-15 
1-15 
16 & over 
Ratio Actual to Expected 
Benefits 2 & 3 Combined 
101% 
115 
90 
89 
91 
81 
92 
87 
85 
81 
.1!!.. 
99% 
65 
Benefit 4 
104% 
109 
81 
91 
97 
113 
81 
76 
80 
117 
...21.. 
lOQ% 
45 
Source: •Experience under Certain Ordinary Dis• 
ability Benefits between the 1930 and 1950 Anniversaries,• 
Tr!nsaetions, Society of Actuaries. 1952 Reports, Number 2, 
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Relationship to Wages. Inasmuch as the purpose 
of group disability insurance is to replace compensation lost 
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because of disability, safeguards must be applied to pre-
vent malingering. If the benefit is allowed to approach 
the individual 1s normal full inccme, he will be encouraged 
to rely on the insurance rather than to maintain steady 
Sllplo;yment. This becomes a somewhat intricate problem in 
view of the high income taxes and accompanying task of 
determining what the net income would be tor individuals 
within the group. 'l'he problell 1a further complicated by 
a provision under the current tax laws that allows the •-
ployer to provide up to $100 per week loss-of•time benefit 
tax-tree tor each employee.9l 
Fbr example, consider the case of an employee 
disabled for one entire calender year who ordinarily 
would have a gross income of $12,000. He is insured under 
a group long term disability plan providing a monthly 
benefit of $900 and his .. ployer contributes 50% of the 
premium for the insurance. On the surface $900 a month 
or $10,800 annually appears to be a reasonable amount to 
replace a loss of $12,000. HOwever, in actuality the 
benefit would easily exceed the insured's normal take• 
home pay. Since the .. ployee contributes 50% towards the 
insurance, $450 monthly or $5,400 would be tax-free. 92 
In addition, $5200 of the remaining benefit would be tax• 
free due to the tax law providing for a loss-of-time 
benefit up to tlOO per week to be provided by the employer. 
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In addition to this the employee has his own $600 exemption 
plus $600 for each of his dependents. The result, the 
entire benefit will be tax-free and in most cases greater 
than the net incaae the employee would nonaally receive. 
It is also taportant that a distinction be made 
between income received in the form of wages and incaae 
from other sourcn. The applicant with an income of 
$12,000, $10,000 from iuvestaents and $5,000 from his 
occupation, would have no financial incentive to return to 
work if he had disability benefits of $500 monthly. In 
fact, he has an inceDtive for remaining in a disabled 
state, 
CURREliT OBll1!iRWRITilfG PRACTICES 
As a result of past experiences with disability 
income, companies entering the field in the early 1950's 
took a ver.r conservative approach to underwriting regu-
lations and safeguards. In the intervening years there 
have been liberalizations but only to a ver.r limited degree, 
Eligibility, The success or failure in writing 
this form of coverage is dependent on a rather closely 
regulated employment relationship and cooperation between 
the policyholders and insurance compan;y. The dependence 
of the insurance on this relationship has led companies to 
restrict coverage to employer-employee groups and to re-
frain from quoting on professional groups, trade associations 
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governaent employees and union groups.93 The latter 
types of groups involve problems such an overly pater-
nalistic attitude towards the individual, lack of stability 
of management, reluctance to decide claims on the basis 
of facts, and lax administrative practices. Since any 
one of these areas could be sufficient to intensity the 
possibility of selection against the plan, they are usual~ 
not considered eligible groups .for loug term dlaability. 
A number of the problema enumerated above could also be 
prevelant amongst employer-employee groups. In order 
to avoid this hazard insurers often limit consideration 
to single employee groups that have a history or profit-
able operation in a stable industry or commercial 
activity. They have a strong tendency to avoid low paid 
industries, high turnover groups, family-owned companies 
and partnerships or proprietorships where there may be a 
lack of stable management. 
As a further underwriting safeguard a number of 
carriers require that eligi~le groups must have other 
coverages inforce with the CClllll.p&ny. 'l'his requirement re-
stricts eligibility to those groups that the insurer has 
had previous experienee with and the premium generated by 
the other coverage (i.e. life insurance) would help to 
stabilize the long term ~ieability. 
In general, the coverage is a~ilable to either 
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all tull-ttme permanent employees or limited to certain 
classes. A number of carriere restrict caveraga to am-
ployaes earning at least a specified amount such as $4,800, 
$6,000 or $7,500 per annum. This limitation can be 
traced to the Social Security disability benefit which 
prOTidee up to $250 monthly to disabled individuals. Since 
companies usually limit benefits to 50% or 60% of earnings, 
long tel"Jl1 diaabili ty would be worthless for employees 
earning leas than $6,000 per year. The second restriction 
involves commissioned salesmen whose earnings are subject 
to wide fluctuation. Usually this class ot employees is 
excluded, or it included, their benefits are baaed upon 
acme coneervat1Te base earnings figure. 
The greatest chance tor selection and hence the 
greatest need tor controls reate with the indiTidual a.-
ployee and how he becomes insured. For this reason the 
underwriting regalations are tar more stringent tor the 
indiTidual than tor the group. 
In order to restrict cOTerage to full time, low 
turnoTer smployees, all companies require that the employee 
serve a probationary period of continuous employment with 
the employer before becoming eligible. The most common 
waiting period appears to be one year but companies in-
dicate a willingness to apply six or e-ren three months 
waiting periods. This is esspecially true where the COT• 
erage is lilllited to a superTisory or executive group. A 
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few companies require that female employees serve a longer 
probationary period than male employees. !his require• 
ment applies to both the original group and new employees 
hired after the effeotiTe date. 
Very few cOBpanies seam to require eTidence of 
insurability and re~ either on an aotiTe~·at-work or 
tight actiTely-at-work prOTieicn in order tor the insurance 
to becaae effeotiTe. !he aotiTely•at-work proTision 
merely requires t:bat he perto1'111, tor a full normal work-
day, the regular duties of hie tllllployaent at the nomtal 
place of business of the eaployer. !he •tull normal 
workday• is designated as the etfectiTe date of the policy 
or the date the insurance would otherwise become effec-
tiTe. !he tight actiTe~-at-work proTision requires that 
the employee satisfY the actiTely-at-work requirement tor 
a specified continuous number of days or weeks before the 
insurance can beocme etteotiTe. It the e~~ployee cannot 
satisfY the initial eligibility requir .. ente he becomes 
a late entrant and in a~ost all cases must submit eatie• 
factory eTidence ot insurability betore becoming insured. 
This eTidence may take the to1'111 ot a personal health 
statement or medical eTidenee. Since long temt disability 
benefits do not continue beyond age aixty-fiTe an employee 
who has attained an age which when increased by the 
waiting period is eixty-fiTe years or more, is excluded 
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from eligibility. 
Although there are no exclusions for occupational 
hazards all companies. without exception. load their rates 
for certain occupations where twenty-four hour coverage is 
im-olved. 
»epefita. As previously discussed the relation-
ship of benefi ta to earninp is important in preventing 
selection and malingering. The majority of companies 
handle this relationship through what is called the "ben-
efit fo~ula". This is no more than a means of expressing 
the benefit as a percentage of the employee's earninga, 
taking into acco1mt the various top brackets. An example 
of a beuefit formula would be as followes 7o% of the 
first $600 of monthly earnings plus 50% of the next $1,160 
which reaches a maximtml of $1,000 at $1,760 earnings. The 
monthly earnings referred to is deter.mined according to 
the employee 'a basic monthly eompensation including over-
t1me, bonuses, and other special compensation. The above 
benefit is quite liberal since the majority of caapanies 
use 50% and 33% in place of 70% and. so%. 
Although companies prefer the benefit formula 
approach they will offer fixed benefits for pre-determined 
salary classes or a flat percentage of earnings plan 
provided the relationship of benefits to wages is held 
within the formula limitations. 
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The maximum monthly benefit for any particular 
group is usually determined by a table relating the voluae 
of benefit and maximum monthly benefit. The greater the 
vol\DIIe the higher the maximum on any one life. The max-
imum amount of insurance on any one life, reprdlees of 
case size, is usually $1,000 per month. 
SeTeral companies have related the maximum 
monthly benefit to the 12UIIlber of insured amployees rather 
than the volume of-insurance. In either case, it 1a quite 
clear that the company 1a att•pting to relate the maximum 
single !llllount at risk to the spread of risk. The maximum 
duration for which benefits will be paid can run from two 
years to age sixty-five. With few exceptions, companies 
provide selection to age sixty-five maximum durations for 
both accident and sickness. In moat cases the policy-
holders oan select any of the above combinations of ac-
cident and sickness durations subject to a provision that 
the sickness duration must not exceed the accident duration. 
!he only exception to this freedom of selection is a 
requirement by a few companies that benefits to age sixty-
five can be offered only to group ot one hundred or more 
lives. A review of the inforoe caaea indicates that plane 
which provide benefits to age sixty-five are gaining in 
popularity. 94 
Although the standard approach seems to be to 
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provide the same accident and sickness maximum duration 
to all employees companies will offer plana where the ben-
efit duration varies with length of service. Currently, 
this approach appears to be limited to cases of substantial 
size. 
It has been proven that wamen tend to became 
disabled and remain disabled longer than male employees. 
One compaey, in an attempt to partially compensate for the 
riek, has restricted the maximum duration for low paid 
females to five years. 
The purpose of the benefit fo:nnula employed by 
most companies is to keep the disability benefit from 
becoming more attractive than the individual income. 
The value of the formula would be nil unless the companies 
also included an overriding or noa-duplication provision. 
This overriding limit provides that if the monthly disa• 
bility benefit, together with aey other income benafita 
(as define~ in the policy), would exceed a specified 
percentage of the employee's no~l monthly iacame, the 
monthly benefit will be reduced to an amount which together 
with the other income benefits would equal the specified 
percentage of the employee's income. The most common limit 
in current use is 60%.95 Since 60% of earnings is more 
liberal than the benefit fo:nnula it allows the employee 
to supplement his disability to a limited degree. The 
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primary sources of income that enter into consideration 
here are Social Security and Workmen's Compensation, if 
additional coverage is involved. Additional payments to 
which the provision app·lies was covered under the dis-
cussion of the polia,r provisicna in the last chapter. 
The standard long term disability benefits and 
rates are for non-occupational coverage. However, the 
benefits can be modified to provide twenty-four hour cov-
erage for all cases other than these where an unusual in-
dustrial hazard exists. An extra premium is charged fer 
this modification and the adjustment varies according to 
the hazard in the industry involved. 
A number of campanies apply a direct off-set of 
benefits in the case of Workmen's Compensation rather than 
using the non-duplication provision. Thus, payments for 
occupational disabilities are reduced to a level that in 
cambination with the Workmen's Compensation ~ent will 
provide the same benefit as would be available for non-
occupational disabi1ities. 
Since long term disability is usually written as 
a supplementary benefit to salary continuance, accident and 
sickness insurance or cash sickness, a qualifying or elba-
ination period must be allowed for between the tbae of dis-
ability and the commencement of long vem di&ability benefits. 
llormally the elbaination period is the same as the maxbaum 
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duration under the basic plan so there is no interruption 
of benefits. The problem arises when an employee recovers 
from disability and at a later t~e becomes disabled againo 
Must he satiety a new qualifYing period and begin a new 
benefit period? 
The decision as to whether a new qualifying period 
must be satisfied depends upon whether the second disability 
is due to the same or related causes, or entirely unrelated. 
In the former case a new el~ination period must be satisfied 
if the disability periods are separated by a specified 
period of active employment with the policyholder. The 
period varies tram a low of two weeks to a high of six 
months. If the second disability is due to unrelated 
causes then a new qualifYing period must be satisfied. In 
the majority of oases companies apply the same rules for 
new benefits durations that they use for new qualifYing 
periods. 
Control!. In addition to setting eligibility and 
benefit underwriting requirements companies apply a number 
of miscellaneous requirements to avoid selection, assume 
policyholder's co-operation, and control claims. 
Policyholder co-operation 1a extremely ~portant 
in order for this coverage to be successful. It is also 
necessary that a high participation be .aintained in order 
to avoid selection. One methed used extensively by 
companies is to require a substantial employer contribution 
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toward the coat of the iusurance. The majority of ill8urera 
either require or strongly recommend a minimum employer con-
tribution of 5o%. !hie requirement, howeTer, is by no 
means standa,rd and DIBJV' campani es will pe:nni t aJV'thing from 
employer-pay-all to employee-pay-all. 
Since long te:nn disability is intended to cover 
loss of earnings due to total disability companies exclude 
from coverage those disabilities which they feel fall out-
side of this area. The most important and more frequently 
used exolueions apply to pregnancy, self-inflicted injuries, 
and aJV' work for wages or profit. Additional exclusion 
will be discussed in the last chapter under policy pro-
vision. 
In general, companies prefer to combine the ex-
perience of the long ter.a disability with other coverages 
intorce on the group. This makes tor greater stability 
of claim experience W1der disability insurance. A number 
of companies allow higher maximum benefits where life in-
surance is infcrce and combined with long te:nn disability. 
CHAP'l'ER VI II 
CLAlMS AND AD!Il'liSTRATIOlT 
CLAlMS 
All the study has demonstrated long term dis-
ability is a type of insurance where frequency is slight 
while severity of claims incurred is great. Relatively 
slight variations in the ratio of actual to expected 
claims can cause dire financial consequences in total 
disability insurance. Tbus, thl impact of each indiv-
idual claim is tremendous and claim handling takes on 
special meaning to ths insurer. 
The procedure for claim administration under long 
term disability is essentially the same as for other forms 
of group health insurance. Initial claim payments normally 
are made by the home office of the insurance canpany after 
submission by the employer of the proper notice-of-loss 
and proof-of-claim forms. However, because of the large 
financial risk of long term disability and because of the 
necessity of assurance that the employee continues to 
meet tests of total-disability the claim proce~res are 
more elaborate than under weekly indemnity and other 
group health coverages. 
When a total disability claim occurs the first 
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step is to give written notice to the company. Almost any 
kind of written notice is accepted by most companies al-
though companies have claim notice forms. 
Written proof of total disability together with · 
certification as to any loss of time benefits and other in• 
come benefits referred to in the polia,r must be furnished 
to the insurance company within a specified period of 
ttme. The time limitation for submission of proof varies 
by company but none appear to go beyond ninety-days after 
the ·expiration of the qualitying period. 
Once appraised of a potential claim the insurer 
sends the necessary proof of claim forms to the policy· 
holder and individual involved. In actuality these forms 
cover a great deal more than just proof that the claimant 
is totally disabled within the meaning of the policy. 
Through the proof of clatm forms the insurer attempts to 
obtain from all available aouroes any information that 
could have an influence on the validity and extent of the 
clatm. 
Basically the medical evidence covers the cause, 
character and extent of the diaability. Ddrect medical 
evidence is obtained by having the employee examined by a 
physician. The insurer usually includes a provision in the 
policy reserving the right to designate the physician and 
the examination 1s paid for by the company. In addition 
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the clatmant is commonly required to authorize disclosure 
of medical info~tion to the insurer b,y hospitals and 
doctors. This authorization ia necessary in order to 
comply with state laws that prohibit revaluation of this 
type of data without the patient's consent. 
Armed with this authorization and a list of 
p~siciana who have attended the insured the insurer ob-
tains •attending p~sician's statements• from all doctors 
who may be able to furnish evidence on the individual's 
medical history. 
Often the polic.yholder is required to complete 
a form covering information such as: date of eaployment, 
termination date, eligibility under policy and cause of 
termination. It is also common to have the employer in• 
dicate his concurrence in the validity of the claim. Since 
the company obtains answers to the same questions from diff-
erent sources it serves aa a double check. 
As part of the proof the company also requires 
satisfactory evidence concerning the lose of time benefits 
and other income benefits referred to in the contract. The 
three areas covered b,y this evidence are; (l) proof that 
the clabn&nt has made application for all loss of time ben-
efits and other income benefits; (2) that he has furnished 
all required proof for such benefits; and (3) the amount of 
such benefits payable. These requirements aid in deter-
mining the actual benefits payable under the contract and 
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avoid the possibility that the claimant is selecting amongst 
the benefits available to the detriment of the plan. 
When the proof of claim data has been assembled 
the insurer studies it and decides if the claimant is dis-
abled within the ter.ms of the applicable total disability 
provision. If still within the contestable period he 
checks for possible misrepresentation or fraud in the 
application. Occasionally the camp&~ feels same of the 
infor.mation is questionable and will obtain an inspection 
report. Theae investigations are conducted by either the 
camp&:~zy" 1 a own personnel or regular investigating companies 
hired for this purpose. The report consists of a history 
of the disability with particular emphasis on those details 
about which the insurance compa~ ham misgivings. 
Once the claim department is satisfied that the 
disability in quiestion is a valid claim they authorize 
and pay the monthly benefit for which the insured is 
eligible. This authorization may cover anywhere tram one 
month to a year, depending upon the extent and type of 
disability involved. If the disability is Qlearly one 
that will last for a long and ind.finite period the author-
ization may cover a full year during which the monthly 
payments will be made without further checking by the 
claim department. On claims of questionable duration the 
compa~ may verif,y and pay benefits on a month by month 
basis. 
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The decision that the individual is totally dis-
abled and entitled to benefits is merely the beginning as 
tar as the claim dependent is concerned. Unless the 
claimant is totally disabled so as to be permanently dis-
abled the investigation of the insured's condition will 
end only with recovery, death or attainment or the limiting 
age. 
This period after the approval of the claim is 
by far the most important since the claimant will have 
been. unemployed for a prolonged period of time and may 
have become accustomed to living on his disability income. 
It is frequently difficult for him to give it up when he 
recovers to the extent that he is no longer disabled. He 
may honestly feel a lack of confidence in his ability to 
again compete in business and fear the loss of his dis-
ability benefit. The prime responsibility of the claim 
department is to follow the insured's progress and ter.m-
inate the claim when the individual no longer satisfies the 
conditions of total disability as set forth in the policy. 
This is accomplished through claim investigations and per-
iodic pqysical examinations. The claim investigations are 
usually conducted b,r representatives of the company and 
involve periodic checks on the individual's activities. 
Particular attention is paid to any activities which might 
indicate a return to normal conditions. Usually the 
company reserves the right to require periodic pqysical 
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examinations b.Y a physician of their choice. 
AD!INISTRATION 
The group field organization of a large company 
is composed of group salesmen and group servicemen. Al-
though their prtmary duties are as their titles would in-
dicate, sales or service, they are expected to be able to 
perfora the other fUnctions. In fact the group service-
men are often younger men serving an apprenticeship before 
becoming salesaen. These persona are carefully selected 
and specially trained in grogp insurance before they are 
})eraitted to function in the field. Moat of them are 
rec~ited directly from collese graduating classes and 
are trained at com~ expense. 
The specially trained group salesmen are salaried 
employees but are eligible to earn a bonus depending upon 
the group sales in their territory. If they assist an 
agent or broker they receive no part of the commissions 
which go entirely to the selling agent or broker. They 
perfor.m numerous functions in the selling and administration 
of group plana, including such activities as working with 
agents and brokers in developing prospects, lending 
assistance ia the solicitation of prospective insureds, 
acting as a liaeon between the field force and the group 
department of the compan:r aDd handling the installation 
of group plana. 
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Due to the complex and highly specialized nature 
of group insurance, companies find it necessary to maintain 
a staff of salaried group servicemen. These men must be 
familiar with all phases of administration work and be able 
to explain to the policyholder the comp~ 1 s practices 
and procedures as well as the provisions, of the policy con-
tracts. Servicemen make periodic visits to all group 
policyholders supplementing and facilitating the work of 
the campa~'s administrative staff. A further purpose 
of these calls is to educate the policyholder in the 
proper administrative procedures so the insurance plan 
will operate w1 th a minimum of misunderstanding and 
correspondence. These visits also result in the compau;y 
securing information concerning matters which would not 
be available through correspondence but which are very 
important for proper administration. 
Propects for group insurance normally originate 
with the ordinary and industrial insurance agents of a 
compa.~ and independent brokers. However, since group 
in general and long te~ disability in particular is a 
complicated subject the group representative usually 
enters the negotiations at an early point. It is the group 
representative's responsibility to aid in completing the 
preliminary application, suggesting the beat plan of in• 
suranoe and fo~ of administration. Once the sale is 
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completed the agent or broker leaves the details of in-
stallation and administration to the group representative. 
Thus the administration of a long te~ disability case is 
the responsibility of group sales and service personnel. 
When the oase is installed the representative 
obtains the signed application and delivera the master 
policy, certificates and administrative manual. It is 
his responsibility to review the administrative manual 
with the personnel who will administrate the plan and to 
answer ~ questions that may arise. The claim admin-
istration manual is usually delivered separately by the 
·claim representative who explains the various claim pro-
cedures. Often the representative will make a second in-
stallation call several weeks after the first call to 
veritY that the plan is fUnctioning smoothly and to resolve 
an;y problems. 
Once the installation is completed the service 
man enters the scene and will continue to service the case 
as long as it remains inforce with the assistance, when 
necessary, of the group sales representative. He will make 
periodic visits to the client for the purpose of reviewing 
the administration of the case and resolving questions. 
These calls are supposed to verity that insurance records 
are maintained properly, new employees are enrolled cor-
rectly, terminated employees cancelled, premi'l88 paid 
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correctly and that employer practices with regard to in-
surance are satisfactor,y. These visits serve two functions, 
first, the policyholder receives the service he is entitled 
to, and secondly, the compa~ maintains closer control of 
the risk. 
This closer control is accomplished through 
•service reports" which the group man must sul:mit to the 
home office after each call. In these reports he is re-
quired to verit.y that all the administrative functions are 
being properly handled and ~ changes in the situation 
that might affect the risk. This helps the compa~ to 
maintain an up-to-date picture of their case and alerts 
them to a~ changes that might endanger the case. These 
changes could be such things as pending lay-offs, changes 
in management, drop in participation under the plan, or 
poor administration. 
Aside from closer control the administrative 
functions of record keeping, premium collection, and 
accounting for group long term disability insurance follows 
the pattern used for group accident and sickness and other 
forms of group insurance. 
CHAJ?TER IX 
SONMATION 
REVIEW 
Historical Problems. Viewed in retrospect the 
problems encountered in providing this coverage are easily 
discernable. Basically they were deficiencies in def• 
inition, underwriting and rates plus intense competition 
and the Depression. 
Vhen an insurance contract is brought before a 
court of law it is customary for the court to take the in-
terpretation which is least favorable to the party which 
drew up the contract if it is proved ambiguous. In 
addition the court will frequently apply the "rule of 
reason• in determining if the insured is disabled within 
the meaning of the policy definition. During the early 
years of disability insurance companies used definitions 
which if interpreted liberally would be restrictive be-
yond reason. As a result, the majority of decisions went 
against the companies. 
The combination ot intense competition and lack 
of experience with the benefit resulted in liberal and 
usually unsatisfactory underwriting. The underwriter 
failed to give adequate consideration to relationship to 
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earned incame, the individual's occupation and the moral 
hazard. The effects of this situation was evidenced b,y 
lack of incentive to work, coverage of poor risks and 
flagrant selection against the companies. These flaws 
began to show themselves in the 1920's and became quite 
evident in the 1930's. 
~ilure to set adequate rates can be directlY 
attributed to the lack of sufficient statistical data on 
which to base rates. Companies entering the field were 
forced to relY on ju~ent which later experience proved 
to be erroneous. It was only with the publication of the 
intra-company studies that insurers were able to base 
their rate structure on actual experience. 
Lack of state regulation with regard to disability 
benefits was at least to blame tor the intense competition 
that developed amongst insurers. Indirectly this lack of 
regulations had an adverse affect on the other problems 
encountered since it fostered over-liberalizations. This 
situation has been largely corrected through the Bational 
Convention of Insurance Commissioners and the adoption of 
their recommendations by many states. 
The economic depression of the 1930's was with-
out question the severest in modern history. It was of 
such magnitude that even if the other problems discussed 
had not existed there would undoubtedly have been heavy 
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losses. This is the type of problem that cannot be pre-
dicted with accuraey and hence the need for companies to 
set up and maintain contingency reserves. 
Group Concept Applied. Relatively few disabilities 
run beyond six monthe, but of those that do some do last 
five years, ten years, or perhaps an economic lifetime. 
The income loss in all cases is large enough to cause 
economic hardship and in all cases of prolonged or pe~­
anent total disability the loss is equivalent or greater 
than that produced by death. The very enormity of the loss 
to the stricken individual and the low frequency of total 
long term disability makes this an area of risk well-suited 
to insurance. To date the insurance industry has failed to 
provide adequate coverage for the hasa.rd. 
This past history of America has shown that where 
private industry is unable or unwilling to supply a nec-
essary service to society at large at a reasonable cost the 
government will intervene. This philosophy is born out by 
the addition of disability benefits under the Social 
Security Act and currently the consideration of medical 
care for the aged. Disability benefits presently available 
under Social Security provide basic coverage only since 
they are inadequate for individuals earning over $6000 
annually. However, unless private industry satisfies this 
need future Congresses will undoubtedly amend the Act to 
provide more adequate benefits. A review of legislative 
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history will show that once a coverage is included under 
the Social Security Act there is a strong tendency to add 
to the benefit. 
Group insurance would appear to provide the beet 
means of avoiding further encroachment of goverument into 
the field of long tenn disabilities. Ordinary insurance 
through disability benefits under life and sickness and 
accident has been tried and thus far proven inadequate to 
the task. The past failure of Ordinary Insurance and the 
rapid growth in many areas of insurance since World War II 
lends credence to the belief that group may be the solution. 
The ability to cover large numbers of workers without re-
quiring medical evidence and at low cost should be a 
powerful deterrent to additional government benefits. 
Disability coverage could be written either under 
group life or group health insurance. Under group life 
the benefit would be provided as an adjunct to life in-
surance and past experience has proven this to be an un-
satisfactory arrangement. The principles applied to death 
benefits do not necessarily apply to a disability incame 
benefit. In tact, it was partially due to the failure to 
recognize this distinction that produced such tremendous 
losses during the 1930's. As a group health coverage, 
however, it would be underwritten, sold and administered 
on its own merit. In view of the amount at risk and the 
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necessity for stringent underwriting requirements this 
would appear to be the preferred approach, 
Advent of Group Long Term Disability. In the early 
1950's employers, workers and insurance companies alike be-
came interested in developing a group coverage which could 
protect an employee fro.m loss of income during lingering 
periods of disability. With the development of broad med-
ical expense plans it became apparent to the administrators 
of employee welfare plans that loss of income during ex-
tended periods of disability was the only protection not 
generally provided in a well-rounded welfare plan. Another 
stimulant to the development of Group Long Term Disability 
came from the 1954 Amendment to the Internal Revenue Code. 
The exclusion of a large segment of disability benefits 
from federal taxes added to the attractiveness of disability 
coverage paid for by the employer, 
The coverage that ultimately emerged provided a 
high degree of flexibility in all areas of plan design. 
The waiting period, benefit period and benefit formula can 
be adjusted to suit the needs of any group, Eligibility 
is usually limited to employer-employee groups and to date 
most of the policies have been restricted to employees in 
the higher inco.me brackets. The plans provide for inte-
gration with other disability income benefits and include 
an over-riding lim1 t of 50% or 6o% of the employee's 
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salary, The total cost of a plan providing a 50% benefit 
to age sixty•five rune between 1% and 1.5% of coverage ~­
roll. 
freeent statue, Although companies have been 
underwriting the coverage for ten years, the number of 
policies inforce is still dieapointingly low, However, 
from 1960 to 1962 the prEIIJilium income collected from group 
plane a~oet doubled to about $25 million dollars, 96 In 
general there is a feeling of' optimism for the future in 
spite of' the slow developaent of the line, It is felt that 
employers have been proceeding cautiously, partly because 
of' their unfamiliarity with the coverage and also due to 
lack of Elllllployee pressure f'or the protection. 
RECOMMENDATIOJJS 
Agressive Selling. Insurance is based on the 
•llheory of' Large JJumbere 11 , Thh means that the greater the 
uu.ber of' lives insured the more predictable becomes the 
event insured against. To date there are relatively few 
inf'orce long ter.m disability cases and hence the experience 
is subject to wide claim fluctuations. As the total number 
of insured lives increases the possibility of adverse claim 
fluctuations decreases. To hasten this process companies 
should concentrate on 11selling11 rather than merely offering 
the coverage. An effort should be made to educate agents 
and brokers on the •erits and need for this benefit. The 
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more familiar field men became with long term disability, 
the more agressively they will sell. All too often a sales-
men avoids becoming involved with long term disability due 
to lack of understanding. It is also safe to say that if 
the coverage were actively "sold" rather than •bought• the~e 
would be leas anti-selection. 
Experience Data. Directly related to the increased 
sales is the need for more accurate statistical data on 
which to base rates and policy provisions. The accumulation 
of experience data resulting from increased sales might 
allow companies to reduce their level of rates and cer-
tatnly would result in a liberalization of same of the 
policy provisions. This in turn would add to the attract-
iveness of the benefit and lead to further increase in 
sales. 
Rehabilitation. As previously pointed out an 
individual who has suffered a prolonged disability often 
lacks confidence in his ability to again compete in the 
business world. One solution to this problem is through 
continuation of benefits for a limited time after the dis-
abled employee returns to work. This gives the employee 
an incentive to make an effort to find gainfUl employment 
without fear of losing benefits if he is incapable of full-
time work or if his disability reoccurs. This approach is 
employed under the Social Security Act in an effort to 
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reduce the incidence of malingering amongst claimants. on 
the surface this may appear to be adding to claim cost, how-
ever, it is felt that the reduction in average claims dur-
ations will more offset the payment of rehabilitation ben-
efits. The Act also provides that the claimant will serve 
a second waiting period only if there is a lapse of over 
five years between disabilities.97 
This concept of encouraging return to work through 
limited continuation of benefits is presently lacking under 
insured disability plans. Once the individual returns to 
work all disability benefits immediately cease, and a re-
occurance of this disability after a specified period of 
active employment will require the satisfaction of a new 
waiting period. The period varies by compa~ from a low 
of two weeks to a high of six months. A liberalization of 
the benefit termination provisions with regard to recovery 
would be an important aid towards the control of claims. 
CONCLUSION 
The insurance industry can and must provide 
adequate insurance protection against financial losses 
entailed by long term disability. The alternatives are 
further extension of compulsory federal total disability 
insurance or possibly the entry of state cash siekness 
benefits into the field. The his~y of Social Security 
clearly shows that once a coverage has been added there 
is a definite tendency to increase the benefit and lib-
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eralize the provisions. !allure of the insurance industry 
to provide adequate long term disability benefits will 
provide the necessary justification and incentive for in-
creased benefits under Social Security. 
On the state level long term disability coverage 
may evolve from cash sickness lawe and their potential 
relationship with Workmen's Compensation. In those states 
having such laws there haVe been several attempts to 
connect these benefits with Workmen's Compensation, which 
is a form of occupational long term disability. If this 
relationship should STer develop it would be only a matter 
of ttme until the non-occupational benefits were extended 
to match the Workmen's Compensation. coverage. 
The strict legal definition of disability under 
Social Security should prove to be an asset to the in-
surance industry. Through June 1961 1.7 million cases 
were considered on claims for workers disability benefits. 
Of these, approximately 5~ were rejected, either for 
technical reasons or failure to meet the disability teet.98 
The vast majority of these rejections would have been 
eligible under oammercial long term disability contracts. 
As the general public becomes aware of this high rejeot,ion 
rate there should be an increase in the market for long 
term disability. 
Since this is a relatively new coverage it is 
only logical to assume it will be modified with the passage 
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of ttme. Naturally, it is impossible to accurately predict 
the ultimate make-up. However, there are certain areas that 
must be liberalized if the coverage is going to succeed. 
fhe area referred to are exclusions, non-duplication and 
cost. 
Exclusions by their very nature are limitations 
on the protection provided by the insurance and should only 
be included where absolutely necessary. As previously 
demonstrated the war and aviation hazards are measurable 
and hence are insurable. These exclusions will undoubtedly 
be removed from policies within the next several yeare. 
The value of holding benefite at a reaeonable per-
centage of earninge ie undieputable and some form of non-
duplication muet be employed. However, in order to avoid 
employee diseatiefaction with the benefit and maintain 
adequate participation some liberalizations muet be made. 
One approach currently being considered under group health 
coverage is to allow an individual to receive benefits 
from more thaD one plan up to lOo% coverage. Eventually, 
this approach will be applied to long term disability 
benefits and individuals having more than one disability 
coverage will receive benefits approaching their normal 
take-home-pay before becoming subject to the non-dupli-
cation provision. 
One aspect of any coverage which is very im-
portant in determining ita marketability is cost. In the 
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case or long te~ disability the rate structures presentlY 
in use are a strong deterrent to rapid expansion. There are 
already some indicatl. ons that the combination or high rates 
and stringent underwriting are producing loss ratios tar 
below that expected. If experience remains favorable over 
the next few years competition will force drastic reduction 
in rates and some liberalization of underwriting practices. 
Two factors involved in rate determination that will enter 
into lower cost are credit for Social Security and other 
benefits. and interest credited on reserves held b,y the 
compan;y. In many instances capanies have been very con-
servative in dete~ining the aaount of disability benefits 
available from other sources and hence, overestimated 
thier potential liability. The same conservatism has 
carried over into the rate of interest to be earned on fUnds 
held: b,y the company for future claims. 
In the previous sub-section it was recommended 
that the provisions dealing with reoccurance of a disability 
be liberalized. Thie specific recommendation is only a 
small part of what the writer considers a very serious 
problem, rehabilitation. Action aimed at returning the 
disabled individual to the work force is not only socially 
desirable but of the utaost importance to claim control. 
This results from the fact that the greatest opportunity 
for selection occurs after the employee becomes an 
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approved clatm. His total disability is a proven fact and 
the burden of proving recovery rests with the insurance 
compa~. The policy contracts, as presently written, pro-
vide more incentive for malingering than they do for re-
turning to active employment. A claimant who makes an 
honeat effort to return to gainfUl employment runs the risk 
of having to satisf.y a new waiting period before he can 
again became eligible for compensation. If the insurance 
industry ever hopes to restrict payments to valid claims it 
must reverse this sttuation and aid the individual in re-
turning to a productive life. It would appear to be only 
a matter of time until the industry adopts some modified 
form of the Social approach to rehabilitation. 
In summary then, a?ailable evidence would seem to 
indicate slow!y increasing activity with emphasis on 
salaried employees with higher incomes for the next few 
years. Within a decade the coverage should be accepted and 
became a part of the benefit package for career salaried em-
ployees. This period should also witness a liberalization 
of benefits and policy provisions as well as a reduction 
in cost. Provided the inflationary economic trend continues 
union pay scales should be such that the then federal dis-
ability insurance will be inadequate. The result would be 
widespread acceptance of the coverage along with group life 
and health coverages as part of the standard group plan for 
all employer-employee units. 
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